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CLASS 0DAlIO n
THE GENIUS.
\Vebstc:r gives two definitions for the word 'gem us'; lil~l. a genius is a
man of distinguished menial superiority; second. g~niu5 is II at dispC!ition c.r
aptitude of mind which is peculiar to man, and ..... hich qualifies him for c:ellain
kmds of action or special success In any pursuit:

Let us consider the first definition. I think a much better .....ord for
superiority .....ould be vigor, 50 the definition would read, '3 genius is a man of
distinguished mental vigor:

The man who has push and the ability to be can·

tinually forgmg ahead is more of a genius than the man who can, for Instance,
add up a column of figures just as fast as ),ou can wrile them. altho this last man

is called a genius at mathematics.
I have seen men of this kind standing on the street corners selling books
and trinkets for a living doing such 'stunts' to aUract the atlention of the public,
but I have yet to see the man who has push and ambilloll, in other words, dis
tinguished mental vigor, doing such a thing.
The second definition is more nearly Ihe light one but it is not slrorg
enough. The word genius, as used today, is a much stronger word than Ihis
implies. True, a genius is surtcly qualirt'd for certain brds of action or Sl (cial
success in any pursuit, but is this nOlthe result or special or distinguished mental
vigor? He who succeeds haslhe power to work, not only wilh his hands, but
with his brains as well. He does not wait for some one 10 bring things to him
and teach him, but he gets things for himseU, he is ever looking forward for
more knowledge.

If a man who is a genius starts out to follow a trade, he immediately sets
his mind upon being the greatest in his line of work: he is cor:tinuall)' working
for success; he is constantly looking for more knowledge on his special lin~ of
work: in sh'lrt. it is not because he has a superior mllld that he succeeds, but
because he has the superior ability to make his mind work.

Li,le E. Bagwill. ·1 S.
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CLASS HISTORY
The deeds of the eminent c1au of 1915 thould be related on a more
precious substance than paper. But being of a munificent nalure, we allow
our deeds to appear in this form, that they may ever be before future Polytech·
nic siudents as an ideal.
It was the second week in September 1912, that we entered the bound·
aries of Polytechnic. There were fifty-six of us then, representmg every corner
of the slate.

The nature of school life at first seemed wonderful and filled our hearts

with pride. The nrst days we fairly walked on air But "w~ unlo us," we
were soon informed by the ardent upper class-men thai we \\ ere frc!hmen and
thai our privileges were few and rar between. Not being able to understand
clearly why we should be regarded thus, we were forced to be the leading
characters in that pathetic drama. entitled "Under the Waler Faucet:' Yet in
spite of all this. fortune befriended us: hazing was now illicit. So thC'se upper
c1an~men had to give vent to Iheir feelirgs to\',ard us in milder forms.
How
ever mild. they were sufficient to reduce OUT vanity so that we respected them
as our superiors. We Freshmen now walked our straight and narrow path
without a murmur, seemingly for the rest of our days.
But those noble Senior:'! out of their love for us. we thought, broke the
monoton.f by giving us a reception in the Assembly Hall. How happy we
foolish Freshmen were! We were a very pleasing spectacle at this society
event, in fact 50 pleasing. thai we were called upon indiv;dually to make short
speeches. The Seniors introduced each speaker as he or she was escorted to
the stage. Some of us were too bashful for utlerance, while others made
speeches which were shining examples for senior orations. judging from the
applause, all must have been worth while. To end this event we were given
all the ice cream and cake we could eat.
After this. we felt we had the Seniors as friends for it was they who
instructed us as to the organization of our clan. We then held our first met't
ing, and chose purple and white for our colors. Maybelle Branch was elected
secretary and treasurer. and, before second tho'!, Charlolle Perner was made
president. The Seniors explained that it was customary for the Freshmen to
give some social function during the year. so we immediately levied a tax and
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by April eleventh accumulated enough money to give a dance. We felt as if
our efforts had not been wasted, as everyone pronounced it a decided success.

•

As Freshmen, mentally we did not prove di~hesHng to our instrudars.
always being able to attain good muks. In athletics. we did very well. Thus
several of the Freshmen won the big ,.p:'

The close of our first )'car also closed the

filSl

decJlldt' of California

Polytechmc. We had the pleasure of pafllclpatmg III lilt' bill: decennial cele·
bration. We also greatly helped the Seniors In the producllon of the pageant.
The Seniors now wefe regarded eO\'iousl}' by us, a. our Semorll)' seemed a
new dream

In the early fall of 1913 we came back

10

begm our second

)'("8r

of

5Chaol work. We chose Horace Brown. preSident, Lorenz Pemer treasurer
and began our Junior year with a more dignified an.
Class nvalries 500n became very strong. A" we were a smaller class
than the Sernor of '14. It \\'as quality and not quanhly that aided us in preserv
Ing the purple and white from all dishonor.
Our President left school, $0 we elected Geraldine Fitzgerald to lake
his place. Finances were growing rapidly so \\ e thought it \\ Ise to have an as·
mtant treasurer. Paul Bailey was chosen 10 fulfil the duties of that office.
We worked hard during our JUllior year Texts b«ame more compli
cated. and we now realJzed what real study was, Ilowever, perse\'trance and
midnight oil carried us over these obstacles.
In athletics we won the Junior Freshmen football game by 13 to O.
We tied the Seniors J to 3 in what was probably t~e most exciting game of the
season, a, the Seniors were confident of theIr victor)'. In all other branches of
athletiCS. we took all active part and always held our own well.
The Juniors fed the multitudes on Fanners' Picnic day. \Ve netled a
neat sum from this. Our success led up to our candy sale later, for \\ hich boys
assisted the gnls in making the delicious confections.
The Junior-Senior banquet marked the brilliant c1o~e of our Junior year.
We entertained the Seniors at the Andrews Hotel on thl' evening of May
tlmtieth. The menu consisted of seven courses. Toasts and respollses helped
toward making the evening pleasant one.
On September t1eventh. 1914, we came back, tw('nty.five in number.
Our Freshman dreams had now become true. \Vonderful mental powers were
exerled In the realn of science to make us worthy of the "sheepskin" so near at
hand. 'We did our best in making the most of our lasl da"s at Pohtechnic.
Under the leadership of President MOllohan we carefully performed all Senior
duties.
Though the class of '15 cannot boast of being the largest class in the
history of our school nor of any special honors bestowt'd upon it. yet wr shall
alwavs be rememberr-d as tht' class that "did thin~s:' \Ve shall be remembered.
too, for our sincere faithfulness to our class and to the Gret"n and Gold.
In conclu~ion. I wish to state that this is the true and authentic history or
the noble and glorious da~s of '15
Charlotte L. Pemer '15
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We. the class of 1915 of California Polyt«hnic. toiled so over our
work that we attained an Intellectual capaCity, raled al Infinity. This prevent
our remaining any longel at this institution. K nowll'lg ,hIs, and all poneS!ing
lou!ld minds and memones., we hereby make and declare OUf last will and testa
ment in the following manner:
First.
\Ve. the Senior Class, will our ability as abolutt ruler over

all other c1as~. Czar of California Polytechnic School. 10 the c1a~1 of 1916.
Second. \Ve, the Senior Class, bequeath 10 I~e m('ck class of 1917,
the art of wearing a bold face. and the science of mastering the difficult,
Third.
\Ve. the Senior Clau, bequeath our abihty 10 protect class

colors

10

the clau of 1918.

Fourth.

body.

We. the Senior Clau, to the entering class w ill a strong

(Safely Fi,,1.)

I. Blanche Coleman, bequeath my 'cute ways to Isla Kohler, my ambi
tion to become one of the four-hundred to Marie Vaudoit and my ability to
hold up half of the weighl of a fence in the moonlight 10 Sarah Bushnell.
I. Roben Morrison. bequeath my ambition to run everything, my un
controllable desire to give information on ANY given subjed \\ hen not a~ked
to and my automatic ability to always want to be ~tartirg something to Cuy
Bald", in, as he is slightly lacking in any of the talents mentiol ed.
I, Paul ThMnum, will to Leslie Parmelee my large mouth which is to
be .exercised at more frequent intervals. and to Ethel Colon my surplus avoirdu
pOIS.

I. George Parson, bequeath my ~ood marks in History to Doc Walters
and I assign my position as nurse in the Ryder residence to some good. kind
hearted Freshman.
I, Charlotte Perner. a possessor of as'oundinll: dramatic ability. do hereby
bequeath it to Ada Forbes and I also will my ability to use the language of a
New York society belle at dinner parties to Alta Truelove. (For information
a k the person who sat next to her at the Senior dinner m the Household Arts
Building.)
I. Charles Patterson. bestow my experience with 2as engines and
motorcycles to lack Forbes and cheerfully bequeath my good looks and digni
fied ways to Alberl Muzio.

'"
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I, \ViIliam Snyder, leave in the trustful hands o( Jack Bradley valuable
information on the vanous pia nels. (I obtained some very good facts about the
Planet JupIter while visiting the \Vestover's residence.) Any Freshman desir·
ing my athletic abihty IS welcome 10 it
I. Lisle E. Bagwill. reluctantly will my lalenl as a statesman to Arthur
Matthews; and to Harold Unangst my extreme Willingness to lend a hand.
I, Henry Fiscalini bequeath my promptness at 8: 15 10 Andrews; my
success In winning the admiration of all the girls to Mark Jones.
I. Charles Monahan, the exalted president. bequeath my wide repula·
lion as a math and physics shark to Manuel Souza, my abil.l)" to announce al
places of amusement, dinner tables. etc, the lessons I have to study 10 Graham
B:>u, and to Blossom Seward, my red hair, which on 5C:yeral occasions she said
she admlled.
I. Grafton Brown, after deep consideration, sorrowJully will my famili·
arity with the Poly gills to "Shine" \Vhaley: to josephme T omasmi my long
legs so thai she Will not haye difficulty in taking big steps: and my scie!ltific
ability m stock judging to Charles Hartman.
I. Ralph jones, bequeath my precious mandolin to Spencer Parmelee
and trust that he will be successful as I in keepmg the occupanls of Senior Hall
awake afler the II th hour: my appetite for Sunnyvale producls I gi\"e to Mar·
vin Andrews.
I, Mildred Hull. will my ability to do my lessons filSt and indulge in
ple-asure last to the Freshman girls and my sacred and sweet serenity to Lucille
Terrill.
J. Paul Bailey, will away my hard earned position as manager of Poly
technic journal to Dayid Tell to be hlndled with hallucinations.
I. Geraldine Fit'Zgerald, will my winsome smile to Winfield Arata (so
that he will not look so solemn) to Harriet Herring my oyer abundant love for
history, and to all the Sophomore girls. my class spirit.
I. Mark Eubanks, knowing that the end is near, bequeath my dancing
pumps to joe Gates. and my extreme neal nus of dress at entertainments, classes,
and in my priyate room to Dewey Mansfield.
I, Francis DeleisseSlues, am kind at heart and being oyer blessed with
scientific ideas, willinRly share them with Art Scarlett; to some rough and
ready chap, I bequeath myoid job at the carpenter shop.
I. William McKendry, will my trig book to Donald McMillan, to Lou
Hearle my sh)'ness of the girls. and the rest of my possessions to be distributed
among the girls.
I. Alice Dodge, leave my copy of the latest dances to Mildred Doty
and my place in the little cart after school to Hazel True.
I, Elmer Forbes, bequeath my tantalizing ways to Sercy Smith, my at
tention in the class room to Willie Parlet, and the old music book to any body
that needs it.
I, Archie Nock, will the plug of 'Star' to my best friend, do by oath
bequeath my contagious bursts of laughter "hile in class rO(lm and at pra)'cr
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meetmgs to ed Hicks, and to the young farmer, Adler, I willingly give my
small feet.
I, Lorenz Pemer, in this my last will, sagaclClusly bequeath to John
Brown my physics experiments and to Howard Harris the shoes I use when
burning the roads for home when her 'old man' is after me,
I, Richard Berry, with much pleasure give my Botany book to Paul
Beard, to Frank Taylor I will my MeXican athletic ability while on the school
prellll5eS; my affections fllr Isabel Sanders J leave to Denm~ Peroni,
IN WIT E.SS WHEREOF, we have hereunto subscribed our
names the eleventh day of June, in the year of our Lord, One thousand flIne
hundred fifteen,
Class of Nineteen Fifteen,

E. Paul BaIley,

TODAY,
(By Dougla. Malloch,)
SlITe, this world is full of trouble~
J ain't said it ain't,
Lord! I've had enough an' double
Reason for complaint.
Ram an' storm hale come to fret me,
Ski~ were often gray;
Thorns an' brambles have beset me
On the road~··but, say,
Ain't it fine to-dayl
What', the use of always weepin',
Makin' trouble last?
What's the use of always keepin'
Thinkin' or the past?
Each must have his tribulation,
Water with his wine,
Life it ain't no celebration,
Trouble? I've had mine--·
But to-day is fine.
It's tD-day that I am Iivin',
Not a month ago,
Havin',losin: takin', givin',
As time wills it so.
Yesterday a cloud of sorrow
Fell across the way;
It may rain again tomorrow,
It may rain~-but say,
Ain't it fine to-day.
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It was in the year of 1945 thai I made my trip

10 the well known civil·

(zed parI! of the world.
I had now lived on this uncivilized. partly settled continent. near the
South Pole. for about thirty years. I had made a success, being looked on by
the naliv~ in my community as superior 10 them. Shortly aher coming 10 the
country. I had entered the fruit bUSiness and aher a few manipulations -u<:
ceeded in raising a new kind of fruit called bolmos asellu5aY by the nall\"es.
It was a eroS! between horse-beans and omans. The nallves were very fond
of this. 50 I had no trouble in disposing of my frull. Having accumulated con
siderable wealth. I look a trir. the experiences of which I will paeeed to relate
10 you from beginning to end.

You know the European \VaT had long been senled. therefore I felt
safe in traveli'1g. As there were no raIlroads here at this time I had to run
'forty miles before breakfast' to the nearest port 10 catch the steamer. I landed
on the coast of South America and Immediately took the train for Buenos
Ayres. Here. while I was walking along the slreets. I saw a somewhat old
looking but able man who was ridi!'g a fiery looking horse. He tted it up
in front of a saloon aoo entered, His face seemed 50mewhat familiar so I
waited until he came out. \Vhen he did so he had a boltle of beer in uch
coat pocket and a third in his hands. Whom did I recogniz.e? To my utmost
surpri.re, my friend, Richard Berry! I learned that he owned a large caule
ranch were he was raising his new breed of caUle. which were spikt·d horned
and bob-tailed.
Learning that his friend Grahon Brown was living up the line a few
miles, I wrnt and paid him a visit. As he was always independent. I was nol
50 surprised to Ilnd him here 3S I was at his success. He was living happily
with his B:>livian wife on a ranch of his own. She would milk the cow and
feed the pigs, while he would plow the ground and sow the wheat. Then to
be quite fair, he would wash up the dishes while she put the children to bed.
Leaving this place mosl unwillingly, I found myself on the train again.
While going throu~h the windings of Ecuador I noticed a gaR(/: of surveyors.
Lookinll: more carefully, I nw it was divided into two sections, each headed by
its leader. By inquiry, I learned the leaders were Deleiss~ues and Parsons
whom I had 50 th,roughly knawn in my school dan. Thev had bei:n trying
for the last ten years to locate the highest point in South America by using the
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orth Star as a benc.h mark. They had not located it yet. as Deleiuegues' legs
were 100 short 10 Iravel fast and Parsons looked too closely al Ihe maidens aboul
here.
Passing on. leaving them to Iheir Iroubles, I nexi look a steamer bound
for the Pacl6c through the Panama Canal. While standmg on the dec.k taleing
in the magnificenl sighu. I saw at work the man who had chalge o( openmg the
huge canal locks. Mr. Bagwill had the honor of haVing been plac~ in this
responsible posItion b)' the U. S. Gov('rnment. As I was having a liule chat
wllh him while a cargo of goods was being load~. he pointed out to me his
house situated on a lillie knoll. Here I saw two small brothers pushing a go
cart around the house while their mother hung up the day's \\uhmg.
PaS$mg all the locks w'e hit the Paci6c, then steamed straight to San
Francisco. In the cIty I hailed a jitney bus, \\hich was dri\en b)' a middle
aged (all one. She motioned me to the front seal. \1;'hom did I see)
Blanche Coleman. to be sure! Speeding along we met anotber car dri\'en by a
woman. Blanche told me that this was her partner in the jitne,< business, Alice
Dodge.
lice. she explained. was al 6rst reckless and ~~dy. alone lime
running down a man and cauSing them much trouble. She had now galien
over the craze, so they were reaping the nickels b~ bagfuls.
At the hotel I picleed up the e,'ening paper and noticed the follo\\ing
article.

"SA

FRANCISCO. MARCH 10. 1945.
A GREAT DISCOVERY.

Elmer Forhes secures a patent for smoke condensing. It has already
been rumored that he has been offered millions for this great invention."
I was glad to re3d this because Elmer always worked hard and atlended
stnctly to business while he went to California Polytechnic.
erably.

Turning over ill page I read another article which surprised me consid
It read as follows:-

"PERPETUAL MOTION DISCOVERED.
Charles Monohan a leading scientist and inventor of the twentieth cen
tury. who is at Ihe head of Ihe Mechanics Departmenl of Ihe Yanleee School,
S. C. has discovered the secret that many wise men have railed to conquer in
the past centuries. This great discovery is !X'rpetual rr.otion. He will receive
his paten I rrom the government in a few days. but as It IS not in his hands as yet
his device has not been made public:'
Leaving San Francisco. I wenl to Florida. Here I found Bill Snyder
erecting a large plant to supply the city o( Chicksaw with lights and power.
He had made the money by running a pow~r shopt bUI this he had disposed of.
As soon as he had the plant well equipped. he was to leave it in charge of his
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twin sons, nearly of age, while he would rellre from business.
Snrder, who was interested in oranges (old me of the orange district

known as Riopparsi Alia Valley.

Here myoid pal, Will McKendry. had put

his knowledge in practice. I went up to the house and knocked at the door.
A blonde girl of "sweelsixteen" answered. I asked her for Mr. McKendry. I
heard her say 8S she called him, "Oh, Papa. there is a man out here who wants
to see you."
He was glad to meet the man.
Thai mght Will took me
and his family to the theater in his Cadillac eight. A very enjoyable evening

I had. I auure you.

Here I learned that Jones had become a detective.

His chief method

was to dress up as a hobo, aDd roll in a freight train, but keep his eyt;' and
ears open for the bail; al this he !!ucceeded well. As he was away on a chase
then, I could not visit him.
ew Yort Here while walking
From McKendry's home fleh for
along a street I noticed a sign in front of a large clothing store
It was for
women, to judge by the show windows, although I was not positive, as feminine
costumes change so rapidly,

The

sign was:

"THE MISSES HULL

&

PERNER

COME IN:'
Well, I walked in. To be sure they were the same Hull and Pemer
that I knew at the Polytechnic School. They told me ,hat tht"irs was the
largest concern in this bus.ineu in the world. They now regulated the styles and
seasons for w.):nen's appard, as Paris was practically destroyed by the late war,
I had a lillie laugh all to myself when I left tile store. They were very
anxious to interest me in some of the $573.59 smBrl looking skirls, hut as I had
no one to buy Ihem for I had no notion of purchasing, r learned something else
here quite wonh while.
Pat Thaanum. who was. very ambitious I was. told, had been sent 10
Mexico by the U. S. Government to see what he could do in quielinR down the
revolution. Well, Pat is a great compromis.er, so he !lOOn succeeded in arrang
ing terms that suited both sides, then seeing a good chance of succeu there. he
remained and became a citizen of Mexico. He is now ruler of Mexico and has
complete control o ...er the senors, senoras, and senoritas.
Steaming out of New York Harbor. the ship I was aboard presently
landed me in France. I went immediately to Paris to see the eJfects the war
had had on that city. Rebuilding of an sorts was being carried on. The most
prominent contractors on the job were Patterson and Morrison. Th~ had
worked out a marvelous discovery in the science of cons.huction: that if a naif
was driven in ItraiRht, time was saved. While Morrison was busy shininll up
Patterson's work, Patterson told me of his friend Lorenzo Perner. In the land
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of dairying in Denmark. Pemer was making his fortur~ by mt\king cheese. Some
of Ihis wonderful cheese had been sent 10 all r arts of the known world as sam
ples. The rearon of the popularity of his cheese was thai it was made of milk

from a large herd of well*bred guinea pigs.
Thinking to visit London before leaving for Africa, I left on the next boat.

London did seem big when I reached it.

No mailer how far I walked I could

not leave the town. \Vell. here was where I met--well guess. \Vhy dear
Jerry Filz! surely you haven', forgotten her! she, too. like the fesl of the class of
'I 5

from the Polytechnic. had succeeded in accomplishing some wonderful

achievements.

She had worked very hard for her ~x. 50 hard that she was
But still \\rilh thai grit and delermlna"10n which always

involved in a few riots.

marked her, she succeeded in having the United States constiluticn amend«l so
that it gave suffrage to all women of the country. She was now trav~ling
in Europe for her health, accompanied by her daughters.
Africa. the land of the black man. is where I picked myself up again.
Here I learned of the wanderings of the rest of the class of 'IS. Archie Nock.
the great farmer, was operating a twenty.6,·e thousand acre ranch. His prin·
cipal industry was raising nuts by planting bohs and his live stock business was
raising monkeys to manufacture monkey wrenches.
He informed me of the great disaster which had followed Eubanks.
After graduating from school. Eubanks won much fame as the best runner of
America. He was sent to Africa to compete in a three hundred mile race for
the world's champion!hip. In this race his speed increa5ed so rapidly that fric·
tion was overcome 50 no force was strong enough to stop him. and he plunged
head.long into the ocean. He arose no more,
Hearing or Mr. Bailey's home. I approached his house or what seemed
a fort with cannon posted here and there. I banged at the gate until a servant
let me in. Bailey I found in his office, working on a phamphlet which he was
going to mail to all the African Natives. He told me he would civilize Africa
even if he had to use cannon to protect himself from the lizards.

By this time I was weary of much wandering. 50 decided 10 go 10 my
home in the far south. When I reached lhe place a great disappointment
awaited me: my home had disappeared beneath the sea,
H. Fiscalini. '15.
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PRESENTATION OF SPADE

•

This spade. with the colors. representative of the da5Ses which have gone
before us. has been entrusted to the care of the cla51 of 1915 by our pre~

dec.essors.
Fallowing the custom originated by the fint graduating class of Califomia
Polytechnic we use this spade 10 plant the tree which will stand in the years to
come as a memorial of the class of 191 S.
Honorable president and members of the J"unior dass, in presenting this
spade 10 you, I implore you to protect and guar it through the following years
so thai the wishes of the first graduating class of the Polytechnic may be

.ucwslully fulfilled.
ebas. W. Monahan, Jr.
Senior Class PresideDt

RESPONSE BY JUNIOR PRESIDENT AT
PRESENTATION OF SPADE
Guardian of the spade. honorable seniors, and fellow student.!:
I accept the guardianship of this spade from the c1aS! of 1915 in behalf
of the dass of 1916. We realize the traditional interests attached to this
spade. and the care with which the dass of 1915 has guarded it.
Therefore
we will endeavor to k.eep this sacred spade and preserve it carefully. 50 lhat we
and the future generations of Polytechnic sludents may partake of the same
honor of planting trees. as a token of our presence here.
I wish to extend to the members of the senior dus. our best wishes for
their happiness and success in life.
Arthur Matthews
Junior Class Presidenl
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DIRECTORY OF

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA

CLASS OF 1906
Herbert H. Cox. M.. Paei6c Light and Power Co.,
Los Angeles. Cal.
Lillian B. Fox. H. A., at home.
Pomona, Cal.
Irene Righetti, H. A .. M". A. F. Pauon., Jr.. 1251 W..t 11th St..
Riverside, Cal.
H. Floyd T oul, A., In charge of Visalia High School, Agricultural Dep
artment,
Visalia. Cal.
Catherine Twombly, H. A., Mrs. Lorenzo Hampton,
Fullctton, Cal.
Gustave Wade. M.,
NapJe" Cal.
227 Cottage Grove Ave., Sanla Barbara, Cal.
Henry Wade, A"

CLASS OF 1907
Esther Biaggini,

S",n Luis Obispo,
Hlpon,
Clara Dodge. H. A" Mrs. Ceo. R.mgo, 2683Loosmore SI., Los Angeles
AUred F. Mioui. M.. Ranching at
San Luis ObiSpo,
Francis D. Buck.

H. A"
A.,

Pacific Hospital.

Ranching at

Henry E. Pezzoni, A.. Ranching at
Annie Schnieder, H. A., Mrs. Ralph Gardiner,

Cal.
Cal.

Cal.
Cal.

Santa Clara, Cal.
125 Edinburgh St., San

Francisco. Cal.

Eugene Steinbeck, M., Student University of California,
Bedu~Jey, Cal.
Alberta Stringfield, H. A, Teaching at
Corning, Cal.
Hunter Stringfield, A., Student Pharmacy School,
San Franci.sco, Cal.
Ella L Tanner, H. A., Teaching at
Oceanside, Cal.
Myron M. Thomas, A., Ranching at
Riverside, Cal.
Jeanne A. Tout, H. A., Student University of California,
Berkele}', Cal.
Ceo. W. Wilson, M., International Corre5J-0ndence School, Home address,

Bakmf;e1d. Cal.
Guy T. Warden.

M..

Ranching at

Shandon, Cal.
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CLASS OF 1908
Ida M. Bachman,

H. A..

Mrs. John Adams, County Farm,

E. Earl Campbell, A" Orange Grower,
Mary F. Ched., H. A., Teaching at
Ernest W. Curlls, A" Government Service,

Alfred C. Dixon,

A.,

Valente T. Dolc.im.
Valentine Drougard,

Ranching at

A.,
M.,

Ang~les.

Elk Gro\ic, Cal.

Inslructor at State Farm,

DaVIS, Cal.
Traveling for Amencan Chide Co.. Sawtelle. Ad·

dress.
Ruth Gould, H. A, M". H. O. P.rry,
Edward O. Linn, M., Ranching at
Av.ry B. K.nnedy, A, Hom•• ddr....
Eliza Kondo.

Los

Orange, Cal.
San Luis Obispo, CaJ.
F.llon, Nenda.

A.,

Portland. Ore.
San Lu" ObI!VO' Cal.
Pa~o Roble•• Cal.
Campbell, C.1.
TokIO. Japan.

Roy A Loch...., A,
Bernard E. Mioui. M.,
Earl D. Pierce, A..

[);e<! F.b. 17, 1913.
Ranching at
San LUI! Obicpo, Cal.
4467 New Jersey St., Sao Otego, Cal.

Reuben L Sebastian. M.,

Graduate Student Umiersity of California, Home

addrt'ss.
Clara Slnngfield,

Mrs. Marion Rice,

H. A.,

Berkeky. Cal.
Santa Maria, Cal.

CLASS OF 1909
John J. Adams, M., County Farm,
Los Angeles. Cal.
rsuneJuo Ashlda, A., Reported Fanning in
Arizona.
Kenneth B-ck. A., With State Highway CommiSSion, Home, Chualara, Cal.
Oliver N. B~one. M.,
Traver, Cal.
Alonzo R. Carranza, M., Student University of California, Berkeley, Cal.
irving F. Da\15, A.,
Mesa Grande. Cal.
Eugene Fiedler, M., With Union Iron Worh,
Oakland, Cal.
Annette G. Girard. H. A., Teaching, Home address,
Cayucos. Cal.
Rachael Gould, H. A., Working in Postoffiice,
San LUIS Obispo, Cal.
Hazel M. Gnrhth, H. A., at home,
Sultanna, Cal.
Harvey T. Hall, A.,
Address Un~nown.
George C. HopkinS, M.,
177 Fairoaks St.. San F,anciKo, Cal.
Peter Knudsen, M., Carage Business,
Los Banos, Cal.
Othello C. Linn, A.. Ranching at
Paso Robles, Cal.
MlOnie D. Lomax, H. A., Teaching in
San Luis Obispo County.
). Lee McDow.lI, A..
Lindsey, C.1.
Flossie M. Malasci, H. A., at home,
San Luis Obl\po, Cal.
Elmer H. Murphy, A., Still-man, Penal Dome RefinelY.
Eetleravl8. Cal.
Attilio Penoni, A.. Ranching at
Santa Clara, C'al.
R.ch••J E. R.m.g., H. A, at hom.,
760 20th SL, San [);ego, C.1.
Arthur Sauer, M.. With A. Sauer & Co.,
San Luis Obi~o, Cal.
J. Ralph Shoemaker, A., Orange Grower. Inglewood Ranch, Pomona, Cal.
Allen E. Stone. M., Carpenter at
Santa Barbara, Cal.
George A. Tilton Jr., M., With County Surveyors,
Lot Angdes, Cal.
F"nk H. Walbr;dg., M.,
813 W.. t 42nd St.. Los Angel.., C.1.
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Beulah M. \Valson,

H. A"

La RueC. Watson.

A.,

Lonng J. Wilson, A..
Glen F. Wood, M..
Hazel G. Wood, H. A.,

Mrs. Sidney W.

~geU.

727 LSI., Fres.no, Cal.

Agriculturist, Hila Boardlllg School, Hila. Ha\'oaii.

D,e<! No,. 24, 1911.
Glendale, Cal.
Glendale, Cal.

CLASS OF 1910
al home.

Dora C. Berg, H. A"
Henry W. Berkemeyer, M., Electrician.
Jo..eph J. Bianl;.hi, M., Ranching at
George A. Buck. M., Ranching at

San Luis Obispo, Cal.
Sanla Barbara. Cal.
Cambria, Cal.
Suhanna. Cal.

R. Tome Colthart. M..
Dinuba. Cal.
Judith Curtis, H A" Mrs. 1- D. Calicott.
Carbondale. Colorado.
Rohnd E. Curtis. A., Student Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis, Ore.
Edgar F. Duncan. M.,
Ceres. Cal.
Anhur M. £lberg. A.. Ranching at
Campbt-II. Cal.
W. Ray Evens. M., Ranching al
Cambria. Cal.
Flelchcor Hayward. A., Foreman of salt mine.
\Vard. Cal.
Elizabeth A. Holloway, H. A.. Teaching at San FranciKo. address 885
Clayton St.
Lemmora. Cal.
Waller L Kendall. M..
San Luis Obispo. Cal.
Alma E. Miossi. H. A.. at home.
Fbyd L Patterson. M.. Ranching at
Lockwood. Cal.
Velma M. Pearson. H. A.. Mrs. John Pitts. Ro. F. D. No.2. Los Angeles.
Herlha
hulze. H. A., Teaching. home addrestl.
San Luis Obispo, Cal.
Henddey. Utah.
\Villiam B. Shaw, M., Ranching al
Address unknown.
John S. Tavlor, M.,
St-lina E. Wyu. M., Nurses' Training Cour!e, Cal. Hospilal. Los Angeles.
Coyote, Cal.
Ernest E. Yates, A.. Manager Dairy Farm,

CLASS OF 1911
Charles P. Baker. M.. Engineer at
Gaviola, Cal.
Cnarles B.Hlmgardner, A., Electrical Engineer with Pacific Electric, 1422
Ridgeway Ave., Los Angeles. Cal.
Mar Brumley, H. A., Mrs. Archie ChOOa.
San Luis Obispo, Cal.
E. Donald Cox, A., Married. living at
Watsonville. Cal.
Corvalli~, Ore.
John W. Flint, A, Sludent Oregon Agricultural College,
Santa Mana, Cal.
Chester L Freeman, M., Engineer at
Fullerton, Cal.
Georj:(e \V Herting. M.,

Eff", E. HUard.

1-1. A.,

V;saha. Cal.

T. Whedcr Kmg.

M.. with Holl Manufacturing Co..
Stocktoll. Cal.
John F. Leonard, M. Hardware businen
Folsom, Cal.
Belleravia. Cal.
Fred H. Markloof, A. with Union Sugar Co.,
Ingomar, Cal.
Anson K. Pearce. M., Chicken unch,
W. Harold Reilly. M.. AUlomobile busin("$s.
\Valsonville, Cal.
\V'loher B. Roselip, M.. With Highway Commission. San Luis Obispo. Cal.
J. Harvey Strobridge. M., Engineer at
San Lorenzo, Cal.
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Llwrence Swcrdferger,

A.,

Ranching at

Heber, Col.

CLASS OF 1912
I luel G. Brew. H. A.. ~Ir:l. Bernard i\lurfa\'.
Martinez. Cal.
\brgaret C Im:>bell. II. A..
1484 i larnson St.. Oakland, Cal.
Jewdl L. Cooper, A.. Ranching at
Turlock, Cal.
,\t"rk \1. Edmunds. l\1., L. S. Forest Ser.ict',
Lake Tahoe, Cal.
\1I<:l1a('1 Erburn, A.. Ranching at
\'entura. Cal.
J. l3.lptble FI~cahm. A.. Ranching at
an LUIS Obi~po, Cal.
E"a Fndley. H. A" Mrs. John E. Snyder,
Counl)' Farm. Los Angeles.
Olga Grizzle. I i. A., T eachin~ In High School.
Olympia, "'ash.
Ch ''''. VI. Ham"iker. ~I,. with S:a~e I-hghwa,' Commission. San Luis Obi~po.
Soph18 C. Huchtings. H A..
419 S. Grand St. Los Angele~. Cal.
Florence F. Knight. H. A.. Oregon Agncultural CClIlI get
Cor,'allis. Ore.
DonalJ Mitchell. M.. S'udenl Redland~ L'm"euity,
Redlands. Cal.
Takanobu MlZuo, A..
920 \V~t 10th SI.. Lo~ Angeles. Cal.
Bernard Murray, M., ,\ ith Oriental Oil Co.
Martinez, Cal.
C. Albin Noren. A.. Siudent Oregon Agnc hural Cdlege. Corvallis. Ore.
John Peroni. M.. Student al Uni"ers:t\" of CahfOl n:a,
Berkeley, Cal.
Cora N. Schulze. H. A.. Ass'l. Lbrarian.
San Luis Obi~po, Cal.
M"rguentt'Shipsey. H. A.. at home.
Sdn Luis ObiSpo. Cal.
\ViJliam T. Shipsey, M..
Student Sanla Clara College.
Ca~slUs B. Sibley. :\.. Y. M. C. A. Building.
San Diego. Cal.
John E. Snyder, M. En 6mt'er County Farm,
Los AI1~e1e5. Cal.
Fred \11. Southard. M.. with Gas and Electric Co. San LUI~ Obispo. Cal.
ChMles F. Sw.uIZ. M., Engmeer County Farm,
Los An2t'les. Cal.
Clifford L. Sauer. A.,
Ranching at Morro, Cal.
Ranching at Fairmead, Cal.
Merton \V. \Veymoulh. A.,

CLASS OF 1913
Frank T. Baldwin. A., Studenl al Ore. Agricultural College, Corvallis, are.
Arthur G. Cook. M.. Student at Stanford U01velslly.
Palo Alto. Cal.
Maurice G. Coulter. A., Slate Dairy lmpector,
heme address 397 Fair·
lIlonl Ave..
Oakland, Cal.
Wcnd('~l T. D'1ily. M.. in Co.lnt)' Surveyor's Offiel',
Sanla Barbara, Cal.
Plullip Eastman, M., at home,
an Luis Obispo. Cal.
Ralph II. Eells. M.,
Ranching at \ValcdOld. Cal.
Le lila F. Farbes. H. A..
Tl'al !ling at San Luis Obl~po, Cal.
rckla J. Johnston, II. A.. Attending school
Oakland. Cal.
J. Earl King. A., Ranching at
rvlo....o. Cal.
Albert J. McM"'ekin. A.. Ranching at
Merced, Cal.
Francis Murray. A.. Oriental Oil Co..
Martinez. Cal.
\Valter S. G. Nelson. A.. home address 903 Minnesola, Ave., San Jose. Cal.
\Valler C. Peroni. A., Ranching at
San Luis Obispo, Cal.
Helen V. Sandercoc.k. H. A.. al home
San Luis Obispo. Cal.
Guy II. Nickle. A.. Farming in
Utah.
Joseph \V. S.:h\\'eizer. A.. home address 210 \V. Islay St.. S18. Barbara. Cal.
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Cecil L Stockton,

J.

A..

Rudolph Tanner,

Lllabell \Vade,

A..

H. A.,

Ranching at
Ranching at
T ealhing at
Ranchi'lg at

Ramona. Cal.
Morro. Cal.

San

lui!

Obi~po.

Chas. P. \Vlllilms, .\1..
Gray Mountain,
Ceo. T. W.lIialls, M.. with A:nador Light and Power Co.. Jackson.
Ralph R. \Viemar, M.. at home
San Miguel.
Mauflce N. Yocum. A., Ranching at
&lIola.
~ laude E. Ched,), H. A, Attending San Jose Normal.
San Jose.

D'>TOlh\" Edmunds.

-Sixth

H. A..

Attending San Jose

armal.

addre~5

Cal.
Cal.
Cal.
Cal.
Cal.
Cal.

364 South

San Jose. Cal.

streel,

CLASS OF 1914
I toward E. Ahlf,

\1..

Arro)'o Grande, Cal.

\Vmfield Andrews. A.. Student Ore. Agricultural College. Con-alliS. are.
Ene Barnell. M..
Pope Valle)". Cal.
Jessie L Bennett. M.. Student Uni"crsity of CahrOlnl3,
Berkele\'. Cal.
u..hie Brown, M.. Mechamc, at
Shal~. Cal.

Stf'lIa Brown. H. A.. at home
San Luis Obispo. Cal.
Fred A. Curl. A.,
Earlamart. Cal.
Robert E. Eells, M., Ranching at
\"('aterford. Cal.
Clarence C. Forester, M.,
Galt. Cal.
Alex. F. Gibson. M.. Ranching at
T empletoll. Cal.
Irma Ilazard. H. A., at home.
San Luis Obispo, Cal.
Edward L Herring. M., with 51. Highway Surveyors, San LUIS Obispo Cal.
Elhel Ilubbard. A.,
Anaheim, Cal.
L"nl Jannsen. H. A., at home.
San LUIS Obispo, Cal.
earlton Kinne)·. A., Rancillng Kinneloa Ranch,
Lamenda, Cal.
Annie Mendenhall. H. A.,
Valley Center. Cal.
Alvira Peroui. H. A.. at home.
San Luis Obispo. Cal.
Clart'ncr Plaskett, M..
Engineer California Polytechnic School.
Hazel Prince. H. A., at home.
Mill Valley. Cat.
Ruth E. Ridle. H. A., at home,
San Luis Obispo. Cal.
Grace E. Rowan. H. A.. Altending San Luis Obispo High School.
San Luis Obispo, Cal.
L'lurence Seeber. A..
San Luis Obispo, Cal.
Kalhaleen Shipsey, H. A.. Attending High School. San Luis Obispo. Cal.
• E. Clyde Shirley, M., with Channel Commf'rcial Co., San Luis Obispo, Cal.
Glen Shoemaker. A" Ranching. 595 E. Culvert 51.
Orange. Cal.
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FOREWORD
The "Journal"' is a product of the student body of the California Pol)'
technic School, for the student body and all .-eHems mlel ultd in the welfalc of
the institution and ils students.
This year the len people on the staff worked loyally even lho' they
sometimes had 10 work against odds.
The Journal stalf docs not wish for

llooks. what lhey h,h'c accomplished was done for C. P. S. and not that any per~
50nal benefit might be derived. If the Jeulnal of 1915 IS ~uch lhal it does credit
10 the California Polytechnic School, then the stall will feel many times repaid for

their labor.
Many people do not realize how much work it is to get out a book like
this. especially if the students as a whole do not work in unity \\illl the staff.
\Ve do not wish to criticise the student body. but we wish to remind them that
when they elect the staff for 1916. they should not forget it, but do all in their
power to make the Journal a success.
The editor wants to thank patrons and supporters who have made possible
the pubhcation of this book, and especially the following: Mr. Ryder for his aid
in getting the faculty to have their photographs tahn; Miss Chase and Mr.
ClilUS for their time spent as critics and proof readers: Mr. King for photographs
of the athletic and other school activities; Miss Hill for her kind willingness in
typewriting copy.
The staff of 1915 extends to the staff 1916 the best of wishes and hopes
that it will meet with every success.
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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL
To raise and e!tabli~h standards of conduct and of judgment. to create
tute, to rouse right ambitions aod to eqUip the mmd and hand with true
measure of practical training and of succeu---these arc the chief functions of the
California PolytechniC School, and its growth mull be measured by the increase
in these powers rather than by the increase In the number of enrolled students.
The student body grows more and mOfe into a responsible community,
with standards of action and a rapidly awakening consciousness of its responsi
bility to the State. The regular meetings, for popular diSCUSSion, of the Agricul
hual aud Mechanics AS5OClatiOlU, also the girls' Amapola Club. the organization
of a glee dub and orchestra---all these arc aspects of genuine progress.
To provide standards of efficiency in Agriculture. Mec::haniu and
Domestic Arts has long been a function of the school, and now it has begun to
set before the surrounding community standards of efficiency in the shop, the
home and the ranch. The operation of the school's ranch, dairy and ,hops on
a practical commercial basis as compared with the vocational work given in
other schools means the training of the future men of high standards; of practical
men fitted to do things and accomplish results worthy of the future.
No such m'ssion ever was gi..en before to any institution of learning;
that of filling the gap between the tradesman and the university trained expert. Its
fiBt and foremost instructions, are to be practical, to use the arts and science to
assist men in overcoming an unkind nature, and last but not least In importance, to
provide mental and moral training for the citizen of the future. The institution
--tho' hampered from the begmning by lack of funds--has accomplished results
worthy of adorning the future ages as a goal to be striven for but rarely attained.
No more beautiful spot was ever chosen for working out a great idea
than that for the location of the CaGfornia Polytechnic Sc.hool.
Nestled in a little valley all its own, midway between San Francisco
and Los Angeles, fourteen miles from the shores of the Pacific. amongst the
hills and mountain peaks. with roads like broad white ribbons running between.
around and into the broad valleys and open counlry, is found this institution
quietly working out the new type of education destined to have a far reaching
lis buildings pat
influence in solving the great problem of the unemployed.
terned after the early missions are soon to have added to their number an
Armory and Agricultural Hall. To assist nature. if assistance be necessary..
an adt:quate water system will cause the lawns to spring inlo t'Xsistence, alfalfa
to flourish and make possible a large swimming pool. an ambition of the studentr
dating from the first entering class.
Acting upon the theory that a thing worth having is worth paying ror,
the faculty this year gave credit for participation in athletic activities. It war
proposed to recognize only those activities which were serious in nature and
which aid in the development of the student. The plan has been successful in
stimulating an already ~rowin~ interest and will be further assisted by noting
Ihe new athletic field plan which provides for moving the football field two
hundred feet &Duth, a new track, draining and the construction of concrete
bleachel1. With these improvements. the school athletic field will rank with the
state', be!ot.
The school can now count on the support of the people of tile state irr
its biennial struggle for adequate funds for extension and growth.
The regis
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la'ure this year granted in the face of a three and a half million dollar deficit in
l"ae state. a biennial increase of $42.000.00, an emphatic acknowledgment of
Ihe value of the California Polytechnic School 10 the Stale of California. This
substancial financial support coupled with the hard work of the Alumni, whose
re.:ords attest ability. cannot fail but place the California Polytechnic School in
110 pasition to Ihe grammar school graduate similllor 10 that occupied by the
U liyersity of California to the High
hool graduate.

"CLASS AGITATION"
Class agitation arises in our school and college li!e almo~t every week.
These disputes are ulSually the most unpleasant evenls of our school days--
although some thmk them great pleasure--but I concel\"e that most students
would rather do without them If they could be abolished, rather than participate
10 them.
Why should this agitation be tolerated at all? \Vh)' should not we as
students Wipe It out of eXIStence In our o....-n school and help to drive it out of
colleges? \Ve would be so much the better for II and school wculd benefit by
it as well. Why are the students out on the campus gOIng aroLrd hl~slOg at
each other? \Vhy are these fist fights attel;ded and thne· all·ni~ht-tled-Io-a
post-oHree-affairs, which are Yet}· IOjuriOl!S to the health of tl e sh;c!ent? They
lead the students up to such an emotion lhat (\'f~rlbody is cn the "arpalh, as
the saymg If.
The birthplace of tbis impaSSioned. burning hatred for the schoolmates of
another class (which should be loye instead of haired) IS on the athlelic field
where the class games are played. Anolher anglO is the cus'om of flying the
clan flag. The resuh is that y~u have a school which is divided 1010 a number of
different groups. Each year brings a ne\\, group wilich tries to defend its
class colors from the other class. therefore making enemies of each preceding and
This is the condition students find themselves in when they
succeeding group.
enter school. Also it leads certain students to hale a haired for some instructor
who participated in some game, acting as referee. Of the instructor towafd some
student who participated in that game. Furthermore it is a hindrance to the
school as a whole: it divides the student body which .should work for the in
tefest of the .school. Can it do this when there is no unity in the student body?
Most certainly not. All each and every student do~s is 10 look out for his
class. forgetful of school spirit.
Again I ask why tolerate this agitation?
\Ve all can conceive the
It
wrong it may create among the sludents. yet you say why not permit it?
Cfeates spirit within the student and also it giHs him pleasure. It does create a
spirit. but the wrong kind of ~piril. It puts the SPlllt of beir~ inhuman to his
fellow school-mates, and exceedingly enVleu! (f the m. How about the pleasure?
Is it pleasure to be going around among the school· mates ar~uintit and quarreling.
I do
always on the warpath? You say pla,·ing the class games is pleasure.
n')t agrt"e with you. There is not much plelSure In them. there is always too
much envIous enmity to allow of much pleasure in clan games.
But how about this
You say it does not teach one to be inhuman.
hostillt;.'. this dass fightin~. this di51ike for fellow school-mates which it creates?
Is not Ihal inhuman? I hear rou saying that a student need show his en
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mity only at class games. If he does this, he is not human again, If'cause it is
not in human nature to forget a thing of the past.
Because class agitation does not bring unity in the school, because it
does not teach students to love and respect one another as they should. J sug·
~~t that it be driven out of our schools and colleges. This, if I am not mis·
taken, would be an easy matter.
The sludent body could, as a whole. decide 10 discourage da" spirit
and class agitation. It could urge Ihe individual students to keep good tempered
about their da" numerals and class games, 10 think less about their petty class
feud~. and more, much more·--of the unity, fame and prosperily of Califomia
Polytechnic School.
Theodore Erichon, '18

.

BE CONTENTED
'Tis nol the longut day
In which most work is done.
For sometimes comes a storm,
Before the day is won.
'Tis not the highest peak
On which the best trees gtow.
For forests do not thrive,
In climes of constant snow.
Tis not the deepest well
From which we water use.
For water that is wholesome
Is the water that we choose.
Tis not the biggest man,
The one that's stout and Itrong,
That rules the other fellow,
And helps him get along.
But it is···l'm glad.•.the man
••• 0 maUer, size or birlh·
Who has the will power and the brains
Who's foremost on this earth.

M, Souza, '17
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THE JUNIOR CLASS
Eady in lhe year when as Jun!ors we allempled

to crganize a c1af5,

we found our number insufficient fer weh organizalicn. Tr.e cause of this is the
ch':lllge III the length of the fehool course from three to four yean, which was
made two years ago; thus all Juniors are either special cr irregular students.
After much planning and discussicn. the Juniors joined the Sophomore
clan for the purpose of entertaining the Seriols allhe usual junior-senior banquet
The llnian. however. was only partial, being fer social purpcses alone.
We
wefe nol permiued 10 enter any athletic contesls with them, nor were our num
bers large enough 10 warrant the organization of any teams, so we have been
unable 10 participate in any inler-class athletiC!.
Nexi y~ar we expecl 10 in
crease our numbers 10 such an extent that we can partake more fully in Ihe
school activiti~.
On behaU or the class
we are mighly intclleclually.

I will add Ihal ahhough we are !ffiall in numbers
Arthur Mauhews '16
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SOPHOMORE CLASS
The Sophomore Class though still young ill year!.wield~ a great in·
fluence in every school activity.

In athletics the class of 1917 has many sian. Buell has acted as base·
ball captain, Orrantia has been elected lor Athletic Manager, and Baldwin has
been chosen football captain for the coming session. Webb is one of the best
men on the track that the school has ever had. Martinsen, class president, has
worked hard and accomplished a great deal both in Ihis office and as editor.in·
chid on the Journal staff.
The Sophomore Class was the first class to enter on the new four yean
This class has two more years in which 10 show its spirit and worth.
Judged by the strength and enthusiasm which has already been shown, the class
of '17 should remain the most inRuential in California Polytechnic School.

course.

The dass officers are:--
President-Martin Martinsen

Vice-President-William Donnelly

Secretary-Harriet Herring

Treasurer-Marvin Andrews

Sergeanl-at-arms-Homer Thyle

•
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THE FRESHMAN CLASS
The Freshman Class received a very cordial welcome when they
entered the confines of Polytechnic. The ignorance and the weakness of
Frcshics were not so apparent as in the usual Freshmen. Therefore they were
not long at the mercy of the higher dasses.
The class consisls of about sixty students, of whem the majority arc
laking the mechanics course. The agricultural and domestic science students.
though nol numerous, arc respected by their class. Especial credit is gillen
the few girls for their excellent spirit, which sometimes excet:ds that of the boys.
The Freshmen participated in all the social and athletic functions wilh
gre31 interest They were not only well entertained, bUI proved 10 be royal
entertainers. They showed theit hospitality At a dance the htst or the year, and
gave a jolly picnic at the close or the year. In athletics they were nol so strong
and experienced as theit opponents. yet they put up a good fight. They
were always cheerful losers. never grudging the winning class its honot.
The Freshmen enjoyed the reception given them by the upper c1assmen
at the fitst of the year. They received the proper initiations for enteting school
life. This novel introduction kindled their enthusiasm. whic.h ne\-er has ceased
nor will cease 10 grow throughout their Polytechnic days.
The following are the dass officers:··
President
Vic.e-President
Secretary and Treasurer

Perry Martinsen

Ethel Colon
Joseph Gates
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~f11toriant
FRANK E. EDWARDS

PROF

Prof. I'rlllllo:. E. l~fl\\.mls ..."llI11O;: til (ulifornia :'01,1..("1'11;(" !"ch<JOI :'I:':p.
telilher, 19(~'l, ami hR,1 chllr~ .. of the J.:o;:n"rai :11111 Aj,:rkllllUl'llll'hcmi"u)
lIutil Juh- 1, 1911, wl\1~nJ\e W'l~ nppoi1l1ctl \'ice Uirl'dor. lIi~t"l,Lching"'ll'l
It·~~t'Il~1 Rml in Jul} I, 1913, Ill' "I\~ nl'I)(,illll'/1 Sllp...n-i"Or of thc dail}
:'ot;:huol I'ork allli in lhflt cllpncit,· fh Vic Ujra;lor lllHI SuII...n-i .....r he came
ill dl)~" contact with all the .. nuh'lIt.. lind fllnl11~' 1l'l'lIlber!l. lIis quil"t,
Lllm.....umillg' "'R}'" "on the re .. po;ct AlI.1 ••.. (<.>0:111 of the Cllt,re l>tU<!l'nt \.lokI}'
lIlI.l ft..:ult}-. As 0 \O:03<:I1.,r, h .. "as cnt'rJ:'etic, thorouJ.:h IIml forcdul, rend.'
to help n ..Iudent nl nu)" liml', ,n:\ linn. Ill' in"lil1ed th.. r.ohlc .. t idclll~ in
Ilis llUpils.
Prof. 1\({"'llHb "'RS 'I I.;rlll!uatc of Orl',I(OIl '\,I(ricullural l:olle,l!'e IIn,1
IUIlI receh'('·d 11i9 i\l, S. from 111<.- {'ni"erst\' of Clili/hrnili. Ililll.'llrh l)(),_
hOOl! "lUI spent on lhe Illrm in OreJ.:'on 1I1l'1'like 11l1l1l~' otho:r harmers" ""il"
III<" riW)T(lu~ traininlo: of rurnl lif.. I"fllt IIlfirk in hi~ c1mrRcl"r 11m! hlld
.len·llII'c,! 5h'rlin~ worlh
In IM9i 111 hi" cou1l1n's cflii. ho: enli~t.,.lll"'! S(>T\'cd fur two I'ear" III
the l'hi!ippine~. ,\her Ill~ return III' 1'OlltillUl.'d his educntiOluII "wurk HI
th" Cniversily 01 Clllifornlll 1I11llatihe California I'ul) tC("ltlik SdlOOI until
Jul)", 19H Ilht.'ll he ('ut"r"d the ~o'In ju...· 1Iil.:h ~hooln~ hl';lll of the\)o;ri
eullurnl I)elmrtllll'tll "hid\ Im,l ju~t heen r~t..~IJIi~he,l in tlte '«'holli.
On Salllrtlll)', October 3rtl \lhile :;hnking wlllnllls frolll II lree lle;lr
his hOIl...., the limh un "hidl he W,H SIJL1l,lilljo( hroke lIud Ill' ft']] to tll<.
J.:'rol1nl! lind ,nil! bIU!h' injllroeol. lie wns unl'Olhd"us ,\111.'11 pick.. !! Ill'
alltl 1Il"'er ).!ailll"<! l·oll"Ciml"ne"~ U:Ct'IJt for R ~hOlt time, Il~o died Rhoul
t'\'I"he hours later.
The 1I11nOUllce-lllent
hi~ .!enth "'Iml" likt· " 11;lsh frOlll 11 clt',lr :;k_,
protludl1/{ a sono\\ lln,l 1I,nl"linesQ ltlKJnlthe I'ol),te.-llllil' ~h(j(\l, for ell~1t
one f':-Iloml kUl"\\lhllt he- hu,1 lo~t II fricllll. lie hnd Illlre,;en·e-<Il~" J>:h'etl .'>ix
\"NIN of hlQ life- t" the ,11'\·el<lpment an, I J.:'roll th of tIn.' California I'ol~"
technic: !'chool in I\hicl\ lie !Iwl l>cell \\orkin/{. lit' \1"115 An m:ti\'(' Chris
tlo'lll RIlII RI\I""y~ II helie\'er iu lhe hi)o;hlor 1I11,I more ~1cred thilll:~ of life.

or

JAMES HERRING
JIIlIIe~ Ilerrin~

:\l,,~ 1, 11199 lit I'ortlllml, Orel.:Oll, alld
lJll!\5Cd IIwny AUJ,:u"t !!, 1914,
lIis dcRlh Will< ClIU'I<;"l! hI' II ..hnt \I"(>ull,l from fI rille in the hnnds of
01lC \I ho IUIII 1l1i~t.,kl'n jalm:o, for" lleer in lht· brllsh.
The 11I.:ci,kn( oc
cllrred in the ~ollth I','rk :\If'Ufltl,ills ill lhe Wl'aven,ilJe seclion, Trinit.·
COllnt~".
JUIlH:!! Wll-Q well kllOIl n in S.'ll 1,llls (Jl,i~l)(l, ha\'illg j.:T1'lltmll:l1 from
theCOllrt ~h()()lllllll t"llt.. r~! 'he Polytechnic iUlhl' fllll 011913 usa 1IIt.'1Il_
bel' (,f the- present :'ophtllllore c!lI"". Ill' WlI... of 11 11lIpp)· lim! c:heerf\lllli~
po5ilioll, lo,'~'(! h~" hoth c1""~llllltl' IIml te"c1ter~, 1111 <'-Rrne~l slml,,"t, all
exemplar,. yOUllg 1I1l1ll, Ullt: lll\\ll)'~ rellll~" 1Ill'1 ,dWl1J>: to llo well RIlY" tll"k
which WitS 1I115il>rlle.:!tO him, J Ie "a~ II perfecl \:enllellllll1 lit fill times,
lie ill much ll1i~sed h}" hi" c111~,m:Jtes 1lnd tcachers.

was IKlr"
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School o~ned September 15th, 1914 with almost all the Seniors,
Juniors and Sophomores returning and with a Freshman class of about seventy
five.
The new teachers appointed to fill the vacancies of Messrs. Nelson,
Carpenter, Flint, E. B. Smith and Middleton. were Messrs York, Nichols,
Carus, Weslover and Keefer. Mr. Jackson took Mr. Ryder's place in the
MechaniC! Department.
Music was added to the courses of study this year. Mrs. Loomis was
appointed instructress. The work is well liked by the students and has pro
gressed rapidly for a new study.
Mr. j. Nelson, our former chemistry teacher and track coach, is laking
a medical course at Stanford.
The Seniors were entertained at the Perner residence on October 12th.
All were present and enjoyed a very pleasant evening.
In September, Frank Baldwin. a graduate of '13, visited friends here on
his way 10 Oregon. where he will attend the Oregon Agricultural College.
The students and faculty met on the foot-ball field on the evening of
October 22nd. Songs and yells were practiced to get the rooters in trim for
the Santa Barbara football game. Another rally was held on November 5th.
Interesting speeches were made by some of the faculty members and by some of
the students.
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The Misses Dorothy Gould, Ada Forbes. Aha Truelove, Thomson,
Harriett Herring escorted by Messrs. P. Martinson, Jane!. Baldwin, Nichols
and Webb and chaperoned by Miss Whiting went on a camping trip 10 Avila,
on
ovember 28th.
On the same day a number of students chaperoned by Miss Secrest
enjoyed a picnic In Reservoir Canyon.

Under the supervision of Mrs. Loomis both a Boys' Glee Club and an
Orchestra have been organized.

They are both makmg rapid progress.

Mr. Leroy B. Smith. our former director. is now teaching four periods a

day in the University of California and at the same lime taking lOme work in

Agriculture.
In Auembly we have had a number of good £~akers. Mr. Goulding,
manager of Holel Andrews of this city, read a paper on "Life in Mexico:'
Mr. Keefer gave a talk on ·'Athletics·'. Mr. York described the fire extin.
guisher and the use of it was demonstrated by the girls' Senior class in Ph)sics.
\Ve were given a most interesticg description of the Maxwell Car Company's
Factory by their agent. Mr. George \Vharton James, a man of seventy who
is going to live to be one hundred and twenty )'ears old, spoke to us on the
"American Indians:' Mr. Berwick of Pacific Grove spoke on The Peace
Movement.
On December 6. The Amapola Club gave an entertainment.
program was 85 follows:
I
2
3

•

4

Piano solo
Recitation
"Seeking a Servant,"
Madame
Mademoiselle
Maid
Bridget
~nish Dancer
Turkish Lady
Japanese
Negro
Mary Ann
Chop Sing
Indian Maid
Spanish Dance

5

Song

The

Mrs. CaTUs
Isla Kohler
Charlotte Pemer
Ellen Hughes
•
Harriet Herring
Geraldine Fitzgerald
Hazel True
Josephine Tomasini
Myrtle Stalnaker
Barbara Marquart
Ethel Colon
Sarah Bushnell
Lucille Terrill
Lucille T emil and Hazel True

Am.pol. Club

On October 24th, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Hazel True. Helene Van Gor·
don, Alice Dodge, Marquart, Ethel Colon. Charlotte Perner, Josephine T oma·
sini and Dorothy Gould, chaperoned by Miss Secrest. went 10 Santa Barbara
with the foot-ball boys. They were entertained in Santa Barbara with a dance
at the Arlington Hotel.
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The annual carnival was held on the evening of Februar)" 26. 1915

A very interesting program was arranged by Miss \Vhltmg and Mr. Calus \\llh
the help of the other teachers.

It consisted of the following numbers:

Danish dances
Sophomore song

Freshmen girls
Sophomore boys
Sophomore and Senior gil Is
Sophomore and Senior girls
a. Deleissegues and Knox
b.
Green and T ognazzini
Girls
Sophomore and Senicr girls
Sophomore and Senior girls
Beeker and Rocker
Six boys and six girls
Freshmen girls
Girls
Girls
Sophomore and Senior girls
Nine boys

Wand drill
Hungarian dance
Wrestling
Song
Snow dance
W coden Shoe dance
Boxing
Minuet
Flower dance
Highland Fling
Song
Comic drill
Minstrels
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The fancy costumes worn in the dances were very prell)' ard aillacti,-e.
The wogs and dances were good. Special credit shculd be giHn the minstrtl
boys. They were blacked and dressed to look like Tnl negroes. The sorgs
the quintelle sang were especially good and receiHd hratly 8, r lau~e. The
jokes were new and original and \\ere enjoyed by all. Much c,edit should I:e
given 10 Mr. Keefer, who trained the boys 50 well. ThIs was tht' fi,sl mimtrd
show given at Polytechnic and as it mel with such good succeu we hope to see
another before long.

A meeting of the football men was held in room six of the administra.
lion building on January 20, 10 elect the captain fot the coming year. Mr.
Cuy Baldwin was chosen captain.

Polytechnic has sent exhibits 10 the fairs in loth 5an Diego ar.d ~an
Francisco. The Household Arts department sent hats. dreuu, dietaries and
applied design worle. The mechanics !ent an oale table. four chailS. a bliHet.
mechanical drawings. motors and models from the machine shop to San Diego.
All the furniture in the ladies' reception room of the Cal.(ornia Building in San
Francisco was made by the Polytechnic studenu.
One o( the most interesting (eatures of this term was a talle by the Rev.
A. K. Mathews of this city, relating to his trip to Cuba. At a late date Dr.
Eutman favored the Agricultural class with a !eries of lectures on veterinary
SCience,
There has been a change this year in the position of the Study Hall
and the Library. the Study Hall now being in the room opposite the Assemby
Hall in the Administration Building. The Library is also in the same building
on the second floor.
An ice cream machine has been installed in the Creamery Building,
which provides a course in ice cream making. This has proved very interesting
and is much enjoyed by the boys.
Another much needed improvement added was the new boiler in the
power house which is a duplicate of the old one.
Preparations are being made for the laying of the girls tennis court.
The cactus in the rear of the Hou!ehold Art Building has ~en re
moved and Hower gardens planted in il5 place.
Anothor change which is expected in the removing o( the Chemistry
and Physics Laboratory, to the basement of what is now Senior Hall.

•

Although a great many changes have been made this )'ear a good many
more are expected next )'ear,
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The students of the school afe engaged in the making of a revolving
picture machine which will contain the sixty different pictures of the school now
on display at the ExpJsi·ion. The.v are also making an elec'ric arch to be

placed across and over the street in fronl of the entrance 10 the Coun House on
the corner of OS05 and Monterey slr('et~.

Upon the arch will be "San Luis

Obi5PO for Climate."
A number of the alumni" ho have recently visited here arc J. E. King,
graduate of 1907, who has been engaged as a mining engineer in Nevada and
John Peroni, a graduate of 1912 who has recenlly returned from Univer.

sity of California.

Clau day was held on June 1alh this year and lhe following day, June
I J lh, the annual Farmers' Picnic took place.

THE SOPHOMORE BOY'S PRAYER
Teach me the st'(:rels of Geometry and Physic~, Show me the easiest
way in which 10 keep out of mischief. Protect me from Ihe range of waler
ba~s. Give me a clear conscience, so that when I am called acroS! the track, I
will know no fear, and that when I am sent before my superiors, it will be to
receive a medal and not a rebuke. Help me and my class 10 make good in
the next two years as we have made good in the past, so that when the Rag.
man sleps out and waves the checkered Rag for the last lap or this race for
superiority, our Sophomore car will be the nearest to the goal.

Billy Donnelly, '17.

SCHOOL ORGANIZAnONS

•

"AMAPOLA CLUB"
The girls' club of the California Polytechnic School is called the Ama·
pola Club. It was named after the California poppy which, in Spanish, is calted
Amapola. Its organization dates back as far as 191 I and since that time it has
met with the best of success. The club members lake an active part in the
school activities and their efforts help greatly toward making a brilliant success

of social affairs.
The well allended meetings held regularly every two weeks are most
especially enjoyed. Interesting programs arc always arranged for by appointed
committees
Every other meeting refreshment safe served.
Miss Harriett Herring is Ihe present president and has proven herself to
be a very good one. To her the dub owes a great deal of thanks. as she has
alwaYI done all in her power 10 make things a success.
The officers of the club are as follows:
Harriett Herring
President
Hazel True
Vice President
Secretary
Ellen Hughes
Treasurer
Myrtle Stalnaker
Faculty Adviser
Miss Hartzell
Sergeant-at-Arms
Alice Rhyne
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THE MECHANICS ASSOCIAnON
The Mechanics Association of the Cahforma Polytechnic Sch';)Q1 was

organized for the purp:>5C; of uniting t.he m"chaniclI under a centralized head
and o~t3ining information as to the mechanical problem!5 of the lJre5e:l; day.

By

uniting the students representing this particular line of w.,)lk under a

centralized head. cooperation is secured. By means of this coopera:lon every
member of the a!!ociation betters his knowledge of some of the mechanical
p.roblemll of the present day

by obtaining the knowledge of his fellow men.

The aUJCialion is invaluable to the individual member not only by increasina his
knowledge, but by teaching him La think wilh and wOIk with the other fellow
toward a specified objecl. Work accomplished in this manner is recognized as
highly efficient.
To ob~ain information in our line of work. men who know the practical
as well as th~ theoretical side of lnechanics are obtained 10 address the associ",
ti:.n at designated p::riods. In this way the problem is placed before the stu
dent 'straight from the shoulder' and from the m'ln of experience and practice,
Thi' meth3d of eJucation is beco:ning dominant in the &Chaol systems of the
present day.
The Mech!lnics Association is in its youth but is fast bringing befoTe
th: stuclent of mechanics the realization of its value, The Association as it
s~ancls to~ay. includes every student registered in the institution as a mechanic.
The finances are arranged for by the payment of a small lum monthly by each
member. The money obtained in this manner is to be used for entertainment
of the faculty an I student body. By keeping the monthly fees at a minimum
th: egj.:.iency of the association is increased because all the students of mechanics
m3Y become members and reap the benefits of the organization.

Charles W. Monahan. j.. '15.
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AGRICULTURAL CLUB
The Agricultural Club was organized the latter part of the last school
year. It h'15 been very !Uccessful in all of its undertakio_8s. The members~.ip
has increased considerably during the last two terms. The purpose of organi

z.ing this club was not onJy for good fellowship and sociability but also for edu
cational benefit and the encouragement of school spirit.
AI the club meetings every two weeks. maHers which arc of benefit 10 the
sludents are discL:ssed. Often times some memh<r of the faculty or some businc!s
man meets with us to talk on interesting subjects; other times a member of the
dub prepares a paper on certain important current evenl5 which are of interest
to the members. In this way the club is a benefit 10 the agricultural siudents of
the school. as each member gets the other fellow's idea of the maliers discussed.

This club has expenses, so the students are taxed a small sum each term.
At the close of each year this dub does a great deal of the work of
preparing for the Farmen'
give a display of the work
year. We also prove to
dents hom the agricultural

Picnic which is enjoyed by all. At this picnic we
that has been done by the students during the past
the people the beneht which is derived by the stu
course,

M. Andrews, President Agricultural Oub.
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DEPARTMENTAL
LIVE STOCK JUDGING.
To become a good judge of live stock should be the ambition of every
young man connected with agricultural interests, Aptitude in discriminating
a nong anim3lLs is a trait natural to some, but through careful study of the re

quirements and uses of the various classes of domestic animals. anyone suffi
ciently interested may acquire enough !kill to enable him to segregate the desir

able from the undesirable kind.

From the stand point of profit on the rann. such
In the days of cheap land, when the

ability is becoming almost indispensable.

•
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u?keep of animals Te?resented but small cost. almost any animal that produced
any.hmg, or was at all salable. represented a profit. Times have changed.
h )Wever. and with the increase in population comes ,he Increase of land values
an~ the c:.nsequent increase in lhe cost of graZing and f~d stuffs. An animal.
no mllter what kind. represents a cost to its owner and must ft.turn a good value
m products or IlseU bring a good price. or profits will go glimmering. Uses to
which animals are put regulate the qualities and h ~.'. so the farmer must l:e
a':>le to pr.x!uce the S1)rt that will best fulfill the va ious requirements if he is to
h lYe sales at good pricu.

\ LOX(;, :o.LOI'I:\l;
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\Vlth draft horses we find that weight is the firsl essential. The animal
musl have this 10 be able to counter balance the weight of the huge loads he
must start and stop ;n the crowded traffic of city streets. From the stand point
of ordinary farm use this is not so much of a cllnsideralion, yet the salability of
the anim'\l is so much enhanced by weight that the farmer should produce his
horses wilh the consideration of weight in view. Then this \\cight should be
carried in such a way as to give the animal the advantage of it. Hence the
rather low-set. broad. deep. short backed type. which is the draft horse ideal.
'1leels th· dem'lnds. The body should be: supported with strong. dean cut
limbs. with a sloping pastern. placing the shoulder in a long and sloping manner
to insuft' elasticit)· of stride and durability of limb.
Good cows are the first essential for profitable dairying. The most pro
fitable cows are those that make the maximum production of milk on the mimi
mum amount of food. The proper selection of dairy cows is. therefore, funda·
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mental to the ~ucceS$ful dairyman.
There i~ no doubt that there is a certain type or form which is associated
with high milk production. The general appearance of the dairy cow i~ there
fore quite distinct. She is thin in flesh, angular and loose jointed. She has a
wide awake disposition, showing that her thin appearance is not due to lack of
food, but that her inherit tendency is to convert her feed into milk, inslead of
body fat. Well sprung ribs giving a large capacity for handling food arc essen
tial for a large producer. A straight back, with a wide and level rump will
insure proper develop~en( of the mammary apparatus. The udder is one of
the most important organs of Ihe cow. This should be large. flexible. being al
tachd high behind and carried well forward. Large torluous milk vein~ ex
tending well forward, indicate a large quantity of blood passed to Ihe udder,
which insures a good tendency for the manufacture of milk.
The dairy bull (for as often said. a good bull i~ half of the herd) should

be selected by ancestry. The purity or breeding will show what he possesses in
merits.

The high prictd bull is by all means the cheapest in the long fun.

Hogs find a very ready place on the farm in a manner profitable to the
farmer. The pigs will utilize and turn all by products in to real good profit.
The best pig brings the most money. Hence. compactness. width, quality and
Ihickness of hams prove the ideal type. Eafly maturity. that is, a tendency to
mature and ripen at an early age. is of prime importance to insure profit.
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The stock judge must train his eye to observe quicl.::ly and accurately,
so that there may be no mistake in the observations whic.h are to form the basis
for conclusion. To formulate these ideas it is es~entialto familiarize or'e's self
with the good qualities of animal life, so that the least variation allract:! the eye.
The pro:notion of he stock improvement requires cooperation among falmers so
the one who is willing to work in harmony with the other breeders soon broad
ens his knowledge of animal life. A good stccl.::man must not only treat his
animals kindly and care for them well, he must possess a nalural fondness for
animals for without it he is unhkely to succeed.

THE EVOLUTION OF OUR LIGHTING SYSTEM
Primitive man knew only of the Eickering light of a \\ood fire for his
means of artificial illumination. As civilization grew. he began to realize the nt-cd
of better artificial lighting. So time and stud)' are respomible for our wcnderful
lighting ac.hievements of today.
Candles were the first means used toward acquiring better light. They
have been in use probably for centuries. Candle making was an important feat
ure in the colonial housewife's duties. She used tin moulds about six inches in
diameter. A small clamp at each end held the wick in place, then the melted tal
low was poured around the wick. When the tallow became cold and firm, it was
easily slipped from the mould and was then ready for use. Candle light is a yel
low light. 50ft but not very strong. Very fine and close work was hard to ac
complish by Ihis light
We are all very familiar with the kerosene lamp. It is practically a new
invention. as our fathers can tell us of the days when the kerosene lamp was only
lighted on very special occasions and then there was constant fear of its explo
sion. Kerosene makes a good safe light ir a good oil and burner are used.
Though kerosene light is a much stronger light than the candle light, yet
it did not satisfy the need for illumination. Cas lights were then brought into
use. The principle of gas lighting is by the use of special burners or jets. The
gas is carried to these by small pipes. There are several different kinds of
gases, the most important being natural gas, coal and acetylene. Acetylene
makes a beautful soh light which is very good for the eyes.
But the light that has eclipsed all others is the modern light. No ex
ternal means of ignition is necessary, as is needed in all other methcds of lighting
By turning on a switch you may control one or a hundred lamps.
To produce the electric light, filaments of carbon enclosed in a glass
bull» are used. These filaments are joined to copper wires extending into the
tube, by means of fine platinum wires. \Vhen the switch is turned on, the
electric current is sent through the copper wire, then through the platinum.
which in lurn sends it through the carbon filament. The heat is so intense that
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the carbon IS immediately heated 10 incandescenc~. Thus we have our elec
tric lights. Carbon is used for the filaments as it melts at a greater temperature
than thai at which il gives a white light. BUI when carbon is healed in air it
burns readily; to avoid this all the air is pumped out of the glass bulb and then
il is sealed air tight.
The carbon filaments are made by using silk threads and coating them
wilh carbon. Thread holds the carbon in place. Another melhod of making
the carbon filaments is by using a melaliud carbon. The metal holds the car
bon together 50 that a filament can be made of il.
This incandescent lamp has bttn recently improved. the carbon filament
being replaced by one of metal tungslen. The advantage of Ihi! is thai Ihis
metal stands without disintegration, a much higrcr It:mpcralUle than carbon.
And the higher the temperature of the filament, the greatcr the amount of light
received from the same current.
The latest detail in electric lighting is the inverted dome. This consists
of a dome made from a fine grade of porcelain and invcrted beneath the lights
or bulb. This dome rcflects the light to the ccilmg and thus spreads it evenly
over the room. By this method a person can 8\"oid the direct glaring ra)'s of
light and every corner of the room is subjected to good reading light.

•
•

Electric lights are not only more convenient ar.d of better quality but
they are also more healthful than any 011 er arlficiallight. In all the othu
methods of lighting, combustion takes place. Combustion consumes oxygen
and gives off carbonic acid gas, which is very injurious to the health. A
closcd room can soon be robbed of its supply of oxygen by a burning lamp or
gas jet.
For these reasons the electric light is fast coming into permanent use.
Firelight is only used in legends, the candle is put aside for decorating purposes
only, the oil lamp is now merely a temporary soulce of light, the gas light is
being placed in the attic as a relic. while the electric lighl shines brilliantly in
their place.
Charlotte Perner, '15.

"DINING ROOM FURNITURE SET FOR SAN DIEGO
EXPOSITION

•

Furniture making in the past years has been an important industry.
Always has furniture been in demand. and always will it be in demand.
Therefore furniture making, or cabinet making as it is properly called, is a per
manent and profitable occupation.
early all high schools and colleges teach
this course to a certain extent. but all trade schools and polytechnic schools
teach a complete course of it. Students taught this course, upon completion of
it, are capable not only of 5eCuring good positions, but also of doing first class
work.
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As far back as sixteen hundred B. C. we have Imowledge of the Eg)p.
tlan having furniture of various designs. The most nece~ary t)"pes the)" used
\vere the seat, the couch, the table, arod the cupboard. During the period of
what is known as the "MIddle Ages" new designs of furniture were made for
elch king. French furnl'ure work is graceful and is adorned with exquisite
carvings. British furniture, which is far inferior in these respects. is de~igncd on
~ood lines and right princi,les. American furniture makers are evidentl)" 10
fiuenced by E~ropean sUil:gestions. Attempts since 189; have been made to
create what is called the new art, or what we belter know as the mission style
furniture. This style of furniture eliminates nearly all curves and is veryaurac·
tive in a hou-e also bUIlt in the mission style.

•

Most cabinet making taught in polytechnic schools and others, employs
what is known as the modified mission style of furniture. This style of rurni.
ture is very neat in appearance and also very light but substantial and durable.
Furniture of this kind was made by the first year students of the Cali·
fornia Polytechnic Scho.;)1 and sent to the San Diego Expositon for exhibition.
A complete dLOlOg room set was made for the exhibit, consisting of one dining
table, one buffet, and four chairs: all made out of quartered oak nnishd in a
lllitht Slain, which gave them a very pleasing appearance. The dining table
was made With a 50Iid pedestal, supported by four braces or legs. The top
which was round, had a fift)· inch diameter and was made of nne grained
material which gave a preUy po!ished surface when stained. The buffet, one
of the difficult pieces to make, had four drawers and two side compartments
covered by doors. It was about four feet high. A mirror was set in at the
back. The four chairs ml\de were rather plain but attractive. They were
light but substantial and comfortable. One of them was an ann chair f{lr use
at the carver's place (at the table.) AIJ of them were upholstered with the slip
leather cushions.

•

The entire cost for making the dining room set, including all timber,
hardware, cushions, and the mirror, came to sixty-five dollars. If this same set
were bought in the store, it would cost in the neighborhood of one hundred and
thirty dollars. About four weeks' time was spent on this furniture sel, by
twelve boys. If one boy were to make this set it would probably take him a
whole school year. This furniture may be exhibited in Los Angeles after the
close of the San Diego Exposition.
Theo Erickson, '18.

•
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GENERAL
PERSONAL LETTERS FROM TOPSY
Terra Bella, Monday Afternoon.
My Dearest Amy:
10

go

10

The most dreadful thing has happened: Uncle Jud has decided
As I am his

the Rest·A- \Vhile Inn at 5···· and spend six weeks.

favorite niece. nothing will d3 bUI thai I go wilh him.
• as we leave this even.
ing, I won'l be able to go to the house party at the Briggs' next week. II
nearly breaks ffi)' heart to think of all Iht' fun we planned. then 10 have to go
up to that old poky place. Falher and mother have been lhere They say its
a lovelv quiet place and I can take a good res!. You probabl)' have heard of it.
It's hIgh up in the Sierras about fifteen miles from a slalion. Im'llhat dreadful?
I want to go up in the machine but Uncle saYI we must go the fifteen miles by
slage.
Just think, Amy, six weeks up there. I'll feel like one in prison when
ncle
I think of all Ihe fun you are having. I'll try 10 be as cheerful as I can,
hu been having dyspepsia again, and he sa)'! the mounlain air and the simple
food are just whal he needs.
I'll wrile ohen; thai's all 1"11 find to do up there. Don't forget 10 write
me about the party,
\Vilh oceans of love,
Topsy.
Rest-A- While-Inn, Sunday Evening.
My Dear Amy:

•

We had a very dull trip on Ihe train, Uncle Jud wasn't al all
sociable, and there wasn't one interesting person in our car. I was more down
in spirits than ever when we arrived at that miserable little slation late in the
afternoon. There wasn't a soul in sighl,. BUI Uncle said the coach would
soon be Ihere, so we sat down in the dingy waitlng room, which looked as if it
hadn't seen a person for monlh~, Very soon a shari, fat, red-haired man came
running inlo the waiting room all out of breath, I named him Methusaleh on
the spot, for he looked so ancient and funny in his queer old high collar and
old fashioned suit, He inquired if we were the Audrey's and said he had
been sent for us, thai the coach was waiting oul side. He escorted us to the
high old fashioned vehicle, talking away in that squeaky tone of voice offering
excuses for being late, Two people, Iwo small trunks and a suit case seemed
to make a very busy person of him, He was all excitement and Hying coal
tails, I know I counted twelve trips which he made from the station to the
coach. We finally got starled and the old coach just rumbled along. Uncle
soon dozed off, bUll couldn't do anything but sit there and wonder ",hen the
next bump was coming. It was getting dark so I couldn'l see much of Ihe
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scenery, but once in awhile our red haired f.iend would poke his head in Ihru'
the lop window, and gi\-e information about the road. He seemed to be acting
in the capacities of conductor and motor man.
Amy, you can't imagine my joy when the coach slopped and we

alighted at the Inn.

Really the Inn seemed lIke heaven.

It was all brightly

lighted and there was evidence of human beings. \\ hieh ,\ as almost a malvel 10
me after being al that station.
\Ve are well settled now, and it isn't at alllone50me up here. J never
drc3med that such a lovely place could exist in this remole part of the wGrld.
h.ClII-A~ \Vhile~lnn is a low, spacious, log structure nestling among the giant red
wo:xJs which densely cover the mountains here. The Inn is so ob~cured by
these trees that one is hardly aware of it unhl he is neatly upon it. It has a
hrge ,'eranda across the entire fran I, and the mcst comforlable porch chairs I
ever sal in. It is truly delightful 10 sit here as a cerlain balm in the air con
slantly Invades Ihe place. There are forty (:eople here now, among th(m
two ver" nice girls jusl my age. All the rest are older people. most of Ihem
here recuperating.
Besides playing tennis with thc Rirls. I am with Uncle most of my time.
He and I have been trying our luck at those beautiful mountain trout. It·s lois
of fun, but Uncle always gels out of patience. So far I have caught only two.
I suppose you are at the Briggs' now. Remember me to them all.
Lovingly Yours.

Topsy.
Rest-A·\Vhile-lnn. \Vednesday Evening.
My Dearest Amy:
It has been nearly Iwo weeks since I have written to yeu. So
much has happened since then that I could write volumes, The day afler I
wrote you the last leller, Miss Jane Armstrong and her nephew, Horace Lee.
came up here. They are the nicest people I hwc ever mel. Miss Jane is an
old college fricnd of Uncle Jud's. Uncle and I went out on the veranda aher
dinner the evening they came. They were both sitting thcre. Of coune
Uncle and Miss Jane recognized each other immediatcly. \Vhile they wele Ie.
viewing their col\~c days, thcre was nothing else for Horace and me to do
but get acquainted. He is a tall handsome man with wavy black hair. mis·
chievous brown eyes and a good ruddy complexion. He likes out of door
SPOlt, so we have capital timcs together. Horace !BYS he admires my tennis
playing very much, and 53)'S that I have more patience than any girl he e'-er
saw before when it comes to fishing. I like thai kind of compliments.
Amy, I don't think Uncle approves of my spending so much of my time
with Itarace. He has never openly protested. but I have thought so from his
actions. Yesterday afternoon Uncle and I were out on the veranda. I was
reading to him, when Miss Jane and Horace came in from a walk. They stop·
ped 10 lalk 10 us. Miss Jane was telling Uncle about some incident of their
walk. Horace began telling me of the new tennis racket he had got from his
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father.

We were fairly slarted in an interesting conversation when Uncle in

terrupted and reminded me of a book in his room which he had promised

10

lend Mr. Lawrence. an elderly man here at the Inn. Would I please take it
to him, he asked. For politeness salce I had to be obedient. It took some time
10 find the book. As Mr. Lawrence is jaul recoycring from a severe attack of
rheumatism, he detained me also, talking about his old rheumatism. It seemed
as if I never should gel away. When I did get back to the \'eranda there
wasn't a soul in sight. Everytime we all meet, Uncle Jud is sure to think of

so:ne excuse (or sending me away.

I know it's just because he doesn't want me

to be with Horace. and I think Uncle is horrid to take 50 much authority. If
he keeps it up much longer I am going to explain the situation to Horace. Some
times I think Horace understands. The other day while Uncle, Miss Jane and I
were talking, Horace came and called me away to play tennis. He has done
this on several occasions. Isn't it nice of him? I know its just so he can be
with me. I suppose he thinks Uncle won't notice it 50 much if his aunt is talk
ing to him.
Well, Amy, it will be only a little over two weeks before we will leave
for home. How the time has Hown! I can but laugh when I think how I
destested coming up here at 6rst. But I shall never regret the trip.
Uncle is tapping at my door (or me to go to bed. Its alter twelve,
good night.
Ever so much love from
Topsy.

50

Rest-a-\Vhile-Inn, Saturday Evening.
My Dear Amy:
What do you think, Amy! This bachelor uncle of mine has
been courting, actually courting, Miss Jane Armstrongl And they are en
gaged! t There this has been going on all the time and my foolish, frivolous
bit of gray matter has led me astray. I now see Uncle's object in sending me
on errands, And I have been blurting out explanations 10 Mr. Horace Leel
Of course he took them as only a sensible gentleman would. To think that
those two were just planning to get me out of the way so they could be alone
Ilnd that Mr. Lee's attentions were just for their benefit! I can never look him
in the face again, as I know he has understood my foolishness, clearly.
I want to go away from this place as fast as I can. Everything seems
to stare humiliation at me. I'd leave on the next train if Uncle would let me.
But he says I must stay at least two days longer. Miss Jane and Mr. Lee are
leaving lomorrow.

•

I know I can trust you. Amy, not to breathe a word of this to anyone,
And while Uncle Jud and "Aunt" Jane are sailing on the sea of happiness, I'm
going to try the sea of forgetfulness and forget my foolish summer at Rest-a·
While·lnn.
Remember, three more days-then I shall see you.
With love,

T°p'Y·
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RED FOX'S SUPPER
The round full moon
decided it was lime to begin
did not follow the creek
direction of the little valley.

shone over the oak covered ridges and Red Fox
his nightly search (or food. Tonight, howel'cr, he
to hunt for dead fish or frogs but set off in the
He had a different enterprise in mind.

Red Fox was in high spirits and when he came out upon an open spot
where he could look over the shadow stretches and see the farm house lying
calm and peaceful in the distance, he thought of the fat hens and turkc)·s and
his mouth fairly waterd. He als:> thought of the sp:>ttcd shepherd dog and the
mongrel hound, but by former experience he held them in contempt and decided
he would run the risk of a chase in order to obtain a good supper.
Now Red Fox knew something of the power of mankind and some of
the strange acts they performed. He had sat upon the hillside one afternoon
and had seen Farmer Jones come out of the white house and point a stick at some
wild geese which were fiying overhead. At a loud report and puff of smoke
from the end of the stick, one of the ~eete came tumblirg to the ground. He
remembered this tonight, and he would have hesitated ordinarily, but his exub
erance of spirits made all obitac.les seem small, and he set out in the direction
of the low.lying buildings.
Arriving at the hen house safely, he was just on the point of entering
when he noticed a white string on the small sliding door that was just large
enough for him to enter. This alone, made him instinctively cautious and he
decided it was safer to try the turkeys which were rcodmg on the fence oub.ide
where there was no danger of traps or other unknown contrivances. The fence
threw a shadow, and Red Fox, trotting along easily, did not notice the little
black animal with the stripes on its back until he nearl)' collided with the skunk,

•

This completely disconcerted Red Fox and he was on the point of
giving up his venture in disgust, when a medley of yelps and howls met his ears
and a stream of light burst from the farmhouse door. At this he was orr, but
not too soon to hear a loud report and something patter on the fence boards be
hind him. Farmer Jones was killing one of the egg-stealers which had been
lobbing his henhouse,
Red Fox did not know this, however, and did not stop until he was
several miles on the other side of the mountain.

W. C. W. '17

REGISTRAnON DAY
"\Vhoa ell! Howd},. stranger? Yeou might as well git in an ride,
There naow, I recken as how that'll be a heap better'n walkin."
"Yaas, I've been to taown. Yeou see I fetched my daughter Jane inter
Polytechnic: She's bin a teasin me all year tew go; and I thought as haow
she knew 'nuff; but she kep on a plagin uv me and I giv in and fetched her in.
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Me and her maw never had much chanet but I reeken as Mow Jane
make them old perfelsors set up and take notice:'

will

jest

"Yaas. she', pretty smart, a hull heap like me; but looks considerable
more like her maw. Yeou see twas "Registrationary Day", thai's wol they
called it and all the stairt rellers and females a Tunnin up and daown them
halls; yeou'd sure thought as haow twas the Day of Jedgemenr"
"Jane wasn't a bit skeeled. a hull lot like her father in bein brave. But
yeou never saw scch a mixed up mess as them leachers had made uv the school;
Yeou'd thought they was givin one uv them 'course dinners' yeou've read about.
Every durn lhing was to be tuk in courses."
Purty soon Jane cum Tunnin to me and she said. says she. "What course
shall I take?" I saYI, 'Take it all. of course, that', wot you cum fur: She says
then, says she; "There's Household Arts, say she, and Agriculture and
Mechanic."
Takes Mechanics, sez I, 'and don't be a foolin 50 10'!B' I want to get
yeou registered' sez I. 'and be gittin back hum to milk. The old red caow
milks mighty hard,' sez I, 'and I don't want yer maw ter be a milkin her: sez I.
"50. Jane. she tore back ter take 'Mechanics'. I sot there a watchin
the fellen and girls. There were a few great, gawkY, overgrown fellers all
dolled up in their biled shirts and store clothes a lookin at every girl thai cum
nigh to em. It made me sort uv chUCkle 10 myself ter see the terbacker cans
a stickin out uv their hip-pockels ter help sorten their weaks minds."
Purty soon Jane cum a tearin back. 'I cant be takin 'Mechanics," says
she, 'That's fur the boys to tale sa she:'
'What else can yer take~ 'sa I. 'Yer father knows all about Agricul.
ture, and as fur 'Household Arts', sez I, 'I don't believe in a mi:lin up pencil
drawins with housework:
"Jest then I see a kinder nice lookin man a cumin up ler the dorr in a
big 'Buick', I asked him if there was anything Ihere left fur my darter to larn.
He smiled real pleasant like, and when he begun ler talk, I could see as haow
he was no funiner. He seemed real sorry fur the way the school wns all
mi:led up. and said as haow he'd help Jane get started in something she didn't
know,
'" had already giv'n Jane 6ve dollars fer 'pendin money, but every two
minutes, seemed like, she'd cum a runnin back fur more; and I seen the pur·
ceeds uv the bean crop a vanishing ter day:'
Yaas. she's goin ter stay in town, at her mother's fust.cousin's daughter.
in-law's; so I reeken 81 how twon't he like being among strangers:'
"Ohl Y eou be goin ter get off here he yeou~ Whoa ell! Whoal
Yaas, I think jane'l! git on, and hein like her father, kind uv straighten things
out at the 'Po ytec.hnic:
Edwin Ruda, '17
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It is our desire to make the "Exchanges" an important deparlmenl, as
we consider friendly criticism never amiss.

"The Far Darter," SI. Helena, Calif.-"The Far Darler" is an ex
cellent Itltle book. Your slory "Move On," is well worth reading and lour
bits of verse give a delightful variety.
"T~ Engineer," Polytechnic College of Engmeering,Oaldand. Calif.
"The Engineer" we find to be both interesting and instructive. Special men

tion should be made of the articles in the civil engmeering department.

"Totem, .. Lincoln High. Seattle, Wash., a most interesting monthly.
We like your cover designs and cuts which show good work by the staff arllsts.
"The Bell." San Jose High School.

Your work deserves only favor
able criticism. Your school can well be proud of her various organiz.ations;
Your culs. photo
there seems to be no lack of school spirit and co-operation.
graphs and "joke" are the best we have received.

•

"Olive and Cold, " Santa Barbara High. Your magazine is particularly
noticeable for marked originality.
The exchange department. to be a benefit. must be up-to-date.
careful search thru our exchanges we found that many of them had not
coming regularly. The following is a list of those exchanges which we
received in the past; ~e should like very much to receive new copies next
from each.

In a
been
have
year

EXCHANGE LIST.
£1 Gabilan, Salinas, Calif.
Farnum Tatler. Beverly, New Jersey.
The Trans.it, Kentucky State University.

The Oak. Berkeley.
La Revista. Ventura.
The Review. Sacramento High School.

The Alert. T",lock. Calif.

•

The Quiver, Ohio.
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FOOTBALL
When school opened to welcome the football season of 1914 we looked
over the register in vain to find the names of some of the veterans of the great
squad of 191 J. But two names could be found of men who had been mem
ben of the greatest team c\'er turned oul by the California Polytechnic School.
This meant a heavy loss of experienced material. The question before the stu·
dent body was: What have we in new maleriat~
\Vhen the men who were to try out for the football squad reported for
practice the second week of the school year, the 'makings' of a football team
W85 evident.
\Vith a few men such as the Martinsen brothers and Guy Bald

win to build the team, Coach Rubel immediately lined his material up and
51arled the work off with a jump. As the men were inexperienced. black
•

board talks were continually gi\'en by Ihe coach so as 10 give the men Ihe idea
of Ihe game in the form of theory. In this manner the fundamental points were
emphasized and every man given a chance to ask questions.
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THE SCHEDULE OF GAMES
There was a great deal of difficulty connected with securing a schedule
this )'ear. Athletic Manager, Roy \Vebb. kept the mails busy. bUI games with
Sanla Barbara High School were all thai could be sahsfactorily scheduled.
California Polytechnic vs. Santa Barbara High School, October 24th.
Santa Barbara High School n. California Polytec:hmc. NOH~mber 7th.
We were utterly disappointed in not hearing from \Valsonv,l1e High
School, as we expected a game with thai school Ihu; year to balance the one in

1913.

GAME AT SANTA BARBARA.
On Saturday, Odober 24, our football squad accompanied by many
loyal rooters (the girls). journc)'ed 10 Santa Barbara where the ~r51 game of the
!Icason was 10 be played.
The game was played on the Athletic park baseball diamond, as Santa
B:nbara High had no suitable £leld of her own. The game started at half past
two o'dock with CalifornIa Polytechnic School receiving the kick-off. The ball
\'Ia received and f,und to~ch and a line.-out called. Owing to Santa Bar
bUd's experience at the game. her players soon rushed our team off their feet,
and a defen~ive game on our part was soon evident. Santa Barbara went over
the Ime for s:x tries in the £lut half. making the score at the end of that half 18
to 0 in favor of Sa:lta Barbara.
Thp second half started with Santa Barbara recei\'ing the kick-off.
She went over the line with another try at the start. Poly play< d a defensive
game until the last of the half when the fellows began to realize their positions
and from them on we Aew. \Ve rushed Santa Barbara 10 within one lard of
her goal. but after a hard fight failed to ~core. ~2n:a Bathra \\ent up with five
tries in this hair making the final score 36 to 0 in favor of Santa Barbara. \Ve
were defeated. to be sure. but still confident that the next game would be ex
actly opp)site as far as the score was concerned. There was a decided weak
spot in our team, as the score plainly showed. Coach Rubel sized the situation
up from the side lines as we heard from him for the next two weeks.
Line-up for game al Santa Barbara.
Santa Barbara.
Polytechnic
Hillman
M. Martinsen
Forwards
Cleland. Hitchcock
T ognazzini
McCloskey
Baldwin
Lopez. Pierce
P. Martinsen
Brooks
Fergus
Caldwell, Howard
Scarlell

l..ockh..d. Lopez
Wood
\Veidman
Parma
Cota

Clark
\Vestwick
Bailard
Conrad, Fergusen

•

Tell
\Ving Forward

Half
Five-Eights
Five-EiS!:hl5
Three-Quarters
Right \Ving
Left Wing

Full Back
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Morton
Monahan
Orrantia
Tomasini
Hearle

Webb
Whaley
\Vieland

•

FOOTBALL TEAM
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THE GAME AT POLY
The learn which appeared in suits (or Poly in the second game of the
season p1a)'ed a different varie!)! of football from those who played at Santa
Barbara 0:1 October 24th. To be lure, the same faces appeared. hut these
men now had the experience of one game, which gave them confidence and
delermination. Santa B.ubara poetically used the same team 85 thai which
opposed us at Santa Barbara.
Line-up for Game al California Polytechnic School.
Santa Barbara.

Cleland

Polytechnic

Forwards

M. Martinsen

McClosky, Caldwell

T ogna12ini

Bailard

Baldwin

Lopez. Brooks
Loc.khard

Muzio

P. Martinsen

Twitchell

Scarlett

Wood

Wing Fo"".rd

Tell

Weidman, Thornburg
Parma
Calo

HaU
Five-fjghts

Five-Eights

Morton
Monahan
Snyder

Clark

Three-Quarters

Tomasini

\Vestwick
Pierce
Conrad

Right \Ving
Left \Ving
Full Back

Matthews
\Vhaley
Fergus

When the whistle blew to start the fint half ar:d Poly received the
kick-o!f, every spectator was interested to see what the improvement in the Poly
team had been. The h"me teaTl rushed Santa B,rbara within one yard of the
gOl\ li'le but luckily for S.1Ola Barbara she started a dribbling rush" hich took
the ball back to our territory. Poly fought hard and so;)n brought Santa Barbara
back to the one yard line. keeping her there for about five minutes. Santa Barbara
again broke away and fought the Polytechnic back to their own territory. After
a h3rd fight on the line, Pierce of S':1IIta Barbara. went over with the ball. mak
ing a try for Santa Barbara. Santa Barbara kept the ball in Poly's territory bv
failing to convert and in a scrimmage on the line the Santa Barbara forwards
hooked the ball out and Weidman went over for another try. \Vhen the whistle
blew ending the first haH, the score was 6 to 0 in favor of Santa Barbara. This
half had been intensely interesting, 50 much so that several spectators were found
out in the field in the midst of the play and had to be reminded of their position.
The second half started off with with Santa Barbara receiving the kick
off. The Poly team proved themselves far sJperior to their opponents on the
rushes keeping S:mta Blrbara in her territory until the last few minutes of the
half when Bailard of Santa Barbara went over the line with a try. His team
faile~ t() Clnverl and Poly rushed them to their opponents' territory and would.
no d ubi. h!lve made a try but the time whistle blew, ending the game with a
score of 9 to 0 in fa\'or of Santa Barbara High.
This game was one of the deanest games ever played between Santa
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Barbara and Poly. Bailard, Cota. \Vood and \Veidman played good ball for
53nta Barbara while Snyder. Muzio and Baldwin did good work for Poly.
Santa Barbara played a very lucky game. a confession made by many of
her own team. Poly, though defeated twice this year, still smiles and is now
waiting for the succeu which is sure to be realized in the 1915 season.
Great credit is due Coach Rubel for his faithrul work with the team this
year as it was entirely voluntary. All efforts ale being made 10 obtain a paid
coach for the leason of 1915.

BASKETBALL
The 1914 basketball schedule brought enough enthusiasm to organize
a team to represent the school in this phase of athletics.
There was no basketball in 1913 owing 10 practice conOicts between
this team and the football team. But this rear Ralph Jones started the bas.ket
ball game and it was solely through his efforts that Ihe team was organized.
A meeting of all men interested in basketball was called and Jones was
elected captain of the 1914 team. Mr. Keder agreed to coach the team and
the work was started.

1914 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
The schedule of games was planned at a meeting of the San Luis Bay
Athletic Association. The schedule as played is as follows:
October 10-5an Luis vs. Arroyo Grande at Arroyo Grande.
Poly \'S. Paso Robles at Paso Robles.
October 17-Arroyo Grande \'5. Santa Maria at Santa Maria.
October 21-5an Luis vs. Poly at Poly.
October 24--Santa Maria vs. Paso Robles at Paw Robles.
October 27-Poly \'5. Arroyo Grande at Alroyo Grande.
ovember 7-Poly vs. Santa Maria at Santa Maria.
San Luis vs. Paso Robles at Paso Robles.

POLY YS. PASO ROBLES
On Saturday morning, October 10th, the team with a good bunch of
rooters. left for Paso Robles.
They were met by the captain of the Paso Robles team who showed
the way to the high sc.h;>Q1 court. The team warmed up by shooting a few
baskets and were in good condition for the game that followed.
The game was a fast and dean one, everyone playing good ball. Owing
to the equality of the two teams as to size and ability, the game was made in
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teresting. The score at the close of the game was 16 to 12 in favor of Poly.
The score alone indicates a snappy and hard game.
The two teams lined up as follows;~-

Pa", Roble. High Sehool

Polytechnic
Jones
Hearle
Scarlelt

Thyle
Thanum- ewell

Forward
Forward
Center
Guard
Guard

Farrington
Agara

Hemphill
Thompson
Hudson

SAN LUIS YS. POLY
This game was officially scheduled for October 17th, but, OWing to
rain it was not played until Od 21 st. The game was played on the Poly
court. both teams playing a fast and hard game. It ended with a score of 26
to 25 in favor of Poly. The rooters turned oul to see the game with colors
Rying. Their encouraging songs and yells did a great deal to help us win the
game.
The team made a rather poor showing in this game o",ing 10 the football
game on Saturday. Oct 24th which used several of the basketball men and
thus kept them from basketball practice.
The line-up was as follows:--

San Lui. High Sehool

Polytechnic
Jones
Hearle
Scarlett

Thyle
Difani

Forward
Forward
Center
Guard
Guard

Rodgers, Lindberry
Fil1.gerald
Ritchie
Lewin
Russell

POLY YS. ARROYO GRANDE
The team journeyed to Arroyo Grande on the morning of October 27lh
and in a hard fought and fast game lost by a score of 41 to 18.
The line-up for this game is as follows:--
Polytechnic

Arroyo Grande

Jone5
Hearle
Scarlett

Forward
Forward
Center

Thyle

Guard

Difani

Guard

Our team visited Santa Maria high school on
5peedy game, but losing by a score of 42 to 23.

Cervenka
Newlove
Henry
Phoenix
Donovan
ovember 7th. playing a

Our poor showing was due to the face Ihat two of our men could not
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playas the football game with Santa Barbara, scheduled in the ahernoon, used
both men.
The players lined up as follows:···
Polytechnic

anta Maria High School

Jones
Andrews, Th)'le
Rocker
Difani
ewell, Thaanum

Forward
Forward
Center
Guard
Guard

Davis
Fox
Reinhardt
Freeman
Swain

This Wll$ the last game of the season, our team taking third place in the
league. U the football schedule had not interfered '\e .....ould probably have
fared better.

CLASS GAMES
Freshmen va. Scphomores
The Sophomores challenged the Freshmen to meet them on the basket.
ball court. The Freshmen accepted. The game was a ..... alk·away for the
Sophomores as they had a team comistirg of firsl team men. The' game ended
WIth a score of 36 to 0 in favor of the S( phomores. This game was one of
the most enthusiastic pieces of athletic performances that has been witnefs<d on
the court for a considerable time. Between the mud that filled the atmosphere
and the re..ision of the English language which supported it, the game was in
tensely interesting.

Seniors va. Sophomores
As the seniors challenged the winner of the F reshie-50ph game, it was
up to them to play the sophomores. \Vhen the day of battle approached, the
sophs thought they had another snap on their hands but the senior five gave
them the hardest game they ever played ahhough they were fiut t{'am men.
Of course the senior team had not had the practice that their opponents pas.
seud and owing to this fact they lost b)' a score of 12 to 7. This was a
very interesting game as it was a fight frcm stalt to fini!h. By fight I lTean that
kind of a game where everyone puts a!l he possesses into the game. It '" as a
clean game and there was something s:irring all the time.

BASKETBALL SEASON OF 1915
The season of 1914 ending successfully, a captain was elected by the
members of Ihe 1914 !quad. Lou Hearle was the lucky man and will lead the

1915 squad.
The season of 1915 is expected to be a howling success as most of the
Ilrst team men will remain in school and wlth one year's experience behind them,
Polytechnic will surd)' carry 011 the trophies.
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TRACK
The track sea$On of 1915 opened wllh prosF~cls for a winning team.
We had the material but, owmg to the faIRS whIch fell during the greater part
of the lime set aw!y for training, we are unable to use but twelve actual days
for that purpose. 0 track team can come up 10 condition in thai length of time.
Coach Caru! worked faithfully with the team when they did gel out on the track
and it was through his efforts that the team was in as good condition as it
proved 10 be on the day of the meel.
The interscolastic meet of the San Luis Bay Athletic A!SOC.iation was
held on Saturday, March 20th. The schools entered in the meet were Santa

Mana H,gh School, Lompoc Hgh School. Paso Robles High School. San
Luis Obispo High School, Alro)'o Grande Schad and the Califorma Polytech·
nic
hool. The meet was conducted in good order and the men entering
were pleased with the starting. Mr. O. F. F. Snecl.gar of California University
was obtai'led to referee and start at the meet. A track. meet is of no value
whatever without a good starter but I must sa)' thl.t this was not the weak. spot in
this meet.
The Poly relay team lowered the record of the league by two
seconds in an interesting and excitirg race. \Vebb. Green, \Veiland and
'Whaley are deserving of notice for the good work. done at this meet. The
score at the end of the meet stood as follows: Santa Maria 53 2 • Poly 36 3~5,
San Luis Obispo High Scbol, 14, Arroyo Grande 9 4-5, Lompoc 7 4-5 and
Paso Robles 4.

THE CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL TEAM
Webb. 100 yd". 220 yd•.. 440 yd•.. b'oad jump, «lay.
Green, 880 yds., I mile, relay.

Whaley, 50 yd•.. 100 yd•. 220 yd•.. relay.
W;e1and. 50 yd•., 100 yd... relay.
Buell, relay.
Daani, mile. 880 yds.
Scarlett, high jump, shot put, hurdles.
Morton. javelin. discus.
T omllsini, discus, javelin.
Monahan, high jump, pole vault. hurdles.

INTER CLASS MEET
On Saturday, March 13th, the class track meet came off. It was a
fine day and a large crowd witnessed the meet. \Vith Roy \Vebb, the Sopho
mores took the high shore and won the meet. The score at the end stood as
follows. Sophomores 67. Seniors 39. Freshmen 23. The Juniors did not enter
a team.
The class spirit wu high and the girls of the Freshman and Sophomole
classes dt:monstrated: this with a tussle over a sophomore pennant which was very
publicly engaged in.
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The stan of the meet were Webb of the Sophomore dass, \Vieland of
honorable seniors and all the fresh'Tlen, but Wh:tley 'shined' much more bril
liantly than most of them.

If the men had not been hindered from training by the rain, I am sure
the time on some of the races would have been fast, especially the 440 yards
which was very well executed by Roy \Vebb.

1916 TRACK SEASON
Frank \Vieland was elected captain for the season and with the material
that will stay in school and the material which will enter in
ptember 1915, the
California Polytechnic School track team should 'pick' the interscholastic meet.

BASE BALL
The base ball season slarted with great enthusiasm.
obtained to coach the team and practice was slarted early.

Mr. Carus was

The team was entered in the San Luis 8a)' Athletic League this season
and is hot on the trail of first place in this league.
A schedule of games for the league is as follows:
Poly vs. Santa Maria at Santa Maria Apr. 24.

S. L. O. H. S.
S. L. O. H. S.

YO.

v•.

P.. o Roble. at S. L. O. Ap•. 24.
Poly at Poly May 8th.

Poly vs. Paso Robles at Paso Robles May 15th.
S. L. O. H. S. vs. Santa Maria at Sanla Maria May 15th.
Poly vs. Santa Maria at Poly May 22nd.
Poly vs. San Luis Htgh at San Luis May 29th.
Poly vs. Paso Robles at Poly June 5.

POLY YS. LOMPOC
Our first game of the season was with Lompoc.
This was a specially
arranged game and was played on Saturday, Apnl 171h. The learn journeyed
to the city of Lompoc on Salurdar morning and was met by the Lompoc team
who had arranged for auto:nobiles to take the leam to the ball park.
The game which ~tarted al 10 o'clock, was an interesting game from
start 10 finish. It was a clean game and fast. That's good baseball.
It was a tight game until the firsl of the eiphth inning when Poly made
an overwhelming rally and ending the game in her favor with a score of 14 to 4.
This score does not tell, as it may seem to do. that the game was a runaway
for Poly. The Lompoc team played fine ball until the last of the game when
the jinx showed up and it was all off.
After the game the team was gloriously treated to "eats" of a delicate
description by the students of Lompoc high school. This is one school which
holds a name at Poly as having a square, clean, and jolly bunch of sports.
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POLY YS. SANTAMARIA
On Saturday, April 24th, the Poly learn journc)cd 10 Santa Maria in
automobiles where a league game was starled at 1:30 o'clock.

The game slarted oul as though it was g:>ing to be a runaway for
Poly a5 the learn brought in five runs the first inning. After the first Inning, the
Sl.nl3. Muia team began to get warmed up and in the fourth inning the score
stood 9 to 6 in favor of Santa Maria. \Vhen the last inning came up. Poly had
a rally and nearly tied the score. The game wa'S e,d~ with a score 11 t:> 10
In favor Santa Mana. The game was \-ery ir.teresting. Radke umpired the game.

LI E-UP
Muzio

C.

Fox

Hearle

P.

W.lke,

Buell
McCillivary

151 Base

Rigelti

2nd Base

Twitchell

Thyle

3,d Sa..

Adam

Orrantia

\Vieland

Short Stop
L Field

Peavy
Encanacia

Hartman
Deleissegues

C. Field
R. F,e1d

Rheinhart.

Davis
Swain

Subs:-Rockef, Scarlell. T omassini

SAN LUIS HIGH SCHOOL YS. POLY
On Saturday, May 8th, the Poly nine met the ball team hom San Luis
Iligh School in a very neat game for ab:mt 7 innings. The Poly team held
l~eir opponent 10 one run (or 6 innings bulm the 7th inning the Poly learn wenl
all 10 pieces and despite our e1.:>rls. those ball players from San Luis High
made the circuit 12 times. The game ended with a score of 13 10 7 in favor
of San Luis High School. Both learns p~ayed good ball the first six innings
but when the Poly team went to pieces the g"lmc wa~ rather lopsided. Most
of us are glad to see the S. L. H. S. win a ga ne fro," us for once. It WII5 a
flOe day and the footers turned out exceptionally well; the girls cheering on our
brave ball players.

•

The two teams lined up as follows:

5, L. H. S.

Polytechnic

Muzio
Rocker. Tomasini

c.

Sellars

P.

Ritchie.

15t Base

McCurdy
Lewin

Buell
McCillivary
Thl'le

2nd Base

Riley

3rd Base

Delei.!l5egues
\Vieland
Hartman

L. Field
C. Field

Lndberry
McCurdy
Pflegh••,
Scott

Scarlell

R. Field

Roo..

Short Stop
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Ritchie.
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POLY YS. PASO ROBLES
On Saturday morning, May 1;th, the Poly base ball team went 10
Paso Robles 10 compete in the game scheduled for thai date.
The team arrived just in time 1-:> have a plunge in the renowned Paso
Robles plunge before the game.
The game started al half past two o'dock after a short "warm up" of
both IC.lms. The game was a dean and fast O:lC bUI rather one s.ided. as the
Poly nine, owing to their hea\'y hitting a.,d g)od fielding, ended the game with a
score of 14 10 S in their favor. Both teams played good base ball and the
runs were gradual, making it an interesting game 10 watch.
The Iwo learns lined-up as follows:

Thyl.

C.
P.
1sl Base
2nd Base
3,d B,..

Orranlia

Short Stop

\Vieland

L Field
C. Field
R. Field

Muzio
Hearle
Buell
McGillivary

Hurman

Hariman.

Scarlett

Hordy
Ross
Hudson
Arthur
Thompson
Anderson
Pate
\"ebstet
Hardy

SANTA MARIA HIGH YS. POLY.
On Saturday, May 22nd. the Santa Maria ball team met the Pol)' team
at the Polytechnic field and in a fast and furious game was defeated by but one
point; the score at the end of the contest belllg Poly 11 and Santa Maria 10.
T nere is something very p.. culiar ab::>ut this s::ore when we think that the Poly
nine in the former game was defeated by the team from the sand dunes with the same
score. It h'ls been said bl a few m~mbers of the PilI v "bunch" that the Santa
Maria teams have a wago'l load of horseshoes buried 'in a sand dune. the loca
tion of which is kept a secret. This game certair Iy proved this to be true as
Santa Maria nearly won this game in one inning. The score stood 10 to 3 in
our favor to the ei~hth inning when somebody surely must have walked across
the h~rse shoes. Those Santa Maria ball players jmt jJi~ked six runs out of
the pocket before the Poly team woke up to the facl. Ne\·ertheless. when we
take into consideration the excitement \,>,e ~ot out of this game, we can say it
was a fine game. The line-up stood as follows:
Muzio
Hearle
Buell
Wieland

C.
P.
1st Base
2nd Base

W,lke<.

Ba,.

Thyl.

3,d

Orrantia
Scarlett
Hariman
Deleissegues

Short Stop
L Field
C. Field
R. Field
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Walker.

Glines
Encanacia
Peavy
Rigetti
Twitchell
Adam
Encanacia
Encanacia
Rheinhart

•

POLY VS. SAN LUIS HIGH
On Saturday afternoon, Ma)! 291h. the Poly nine competed wilh the
San Luis High boys at Mitchell park in one of the fastest games of Ihis sea!On.
It was an intensely interesting game from start 10 finish owing 10 the fael ,hi'·
the San Luis High boys won from us in the preceding game of the season.

Roy ("Slim'") Rocker pitched for the Poly nine and worked all the time,
keeping the San Luis boys guessing.
Lou Hearle featured with a home run, but on account of his rush to
make this run he missed first base about two feet and was called out when he
reached the home. Interesting news for a ball player!

Both teams played right on the ball and kept the speclators yelling all
the time.

They even had a quartet on their ear.

The two teams lined up as follows:

S. L. H. S.

Polytechnic

Muzio

c.

Rocker

P.

Buell

1st Base
2nd Base

McCillivary
Thy)e
Orrantia
Scarlett
Hartman
Whaley, Wieland

Ritchie.

3rd Ba..
Short Stop

Anderson
McCurdy
Lewin
Riley

Lindberry
Ritchie.

L F,e1d
C. Field
R. Field

McCurdy
PAeghaar
Scott

R....

PASO ROBLES VS. POLY
On Saturday. June 5th, the Poly team had the pleasure of meeting our
friends from Paso Robles High School in the last base ball game of the season,
The Paso Robles boys journeyed 10 San Luis Obispo by automobile
an~ after dinner at the dining hgll prep3re:llhemselves for the battle that was

to follow.

•

The game was called at 2:00 o'clock. It started with runs on the score
card the first inning. At the close of the third inning. the score stood 3 to I in
favor of Poly. The runs kept piling up every inning and made the game very
interesting from our point of \'iew. The Paso Robles boys showed good spirit.
however, and this helps to make a ball game what it should be. The game
ended in favor of the Poly nine with a score of 12 to 3. The score may in·
dicate what is generally termed a "walkaway" but the Paso Robles boys showed
us a much harder game than this score indicates.
Our rooting section turned out gloriously to see this game. The C. P. S.
girls were on the job every minute. \Ve might say right here that the C. P. S.
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girls have done as much to win the game as the team itself as they are always
there when the team needs help.
The teams lined up as follows:
Paso Robles

Polytechnic

c.

Muzio
Rocker

P.

Buell
Hearle, McGillivray

Thyle. Hearle
Orrantia
Wieland, Deleissegues
Hartman
Scarlett

1st Base
2nd Base
3rd Base
Short Stop

L. Field
C. Field
R. Field

Barber,

Henderson
Thompson
Hudson
W. Pate
Webster
Arthur
Ross
R. Pate

H..dy

Our base ball season has been most successful but our team has been
playing out of luck. We had the material but lacked the practice thai should
have been given.
Rufus Buell, captain of this year's team, worked honestly with the men
and kept the field in shape while Mr. Carus coached the team. We are look~
ing forward to a team that will have an average of lOOt for 1916.

C. P. S. ATHLETICS
When school opens for the 1916 season athletics is going 10 boom.
This year the teams in every phase of athletes have been made of new material
and as this material is going to be here for the next three years, my message
to the teams who compete with Poly is "Watch and wait:' The boosters of
Poly have been disappointed in the showing made this season but as I say the
tide is going to change; I am not "kidding" you.

lt costs a great deal of money to bring football teams to this city but
with the support and interest of the people of San Luis Obispo it is possible to
bring here some of the finest learns in the country. . The school is going to im
prove our athletic field and the student body is depending of the people of San
Luis Obispo to support their athletics.
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On
ptember eighteenth was given the first social event of the season,
when the faculty held for the new members a reception in the Domestic Science
Building. After a short program, one number of which was a piano solo by
Mrs. CaTus.. refreshments were served in the dining room by two girls of the
Senior ellss. Each new faculty member gave a brief history of his life before
coming 10 Polytechnic. Mr. Nichols was the only one 10 have come to the
s:hool immediatelr from college.
On September twenty-fifth the student body gave a reception to the
Freshmen which was held in the dining hall. About an hour was spent in
ga:nes to gel the Freshmen acquainted with the older students. Shorl speeches
of welcome were then glven by Mr. Ryder; Miss Fitzgerald. the student body
president; Mr. Monahan, lh~ senior president; and Mr. Martinsen, Sophomore
president. As the Juniors were few in number they gave a greeting in chorus.
Following this was a very mild initiation of the Freshmen. Refreshments were
presently served, consisting of cake and ice cream. The remainder of the even
ing was spent in dancing.
On October third a senior party was held in the Perner home. The
evening was taken up by dancing and singing some of our school songs. Punch
and cake were served thruout the evening.
About half past e1e\'en the merry
m~kers started out on a serenade. The dormitory boys can witness how good
their songs were.

•

On October thirty-6rst the Sophomore class gave in the Dining Hall
the first dance of the season. It was a masquerade party. There were many
ghosts. witches and other weird folk. even the Kewpies were well represented.
The Dining Hall was quaintly decorated with pumpkins and big black cats.
Two large pumpkins were placed at the entrance to the hall.
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On ovember seventh the student body Eave a canee in henoT of the
Santa Barbara High School football team. The Dining Hall W35 decorated in
gree:n and gold for Polytechnic and olive and gold for Santa Barbara. Rous~
ing cheers for the opposite side showed the good SPlnt of each school.

It IS the custom for each class 10 gi\'e a dance for the s.tudent body.
The e\'enmg of ovember thirteenth the rreshmen were the entertainers. The
dining hall was decorated with many pennants. All voted that the entering class
had proved itself a hosl worthy of Polytechnic traditions.
The Amapola Club was im-ited on the e\-enmg of Jam;ary ninth 10 the
home of Geraldine Fitzgerald for a pajama party. 1 he girls sang songs both
lIew

and old.

Each girl then had

a

liule

"stunt" to

do,

some 01

which received

irell applause. The hostess then gave each girl seven peanuts. a fancy paper
napkm. thread and needle with the instructions lhat she \\as 10 make aod dress
a doll. All the work was well done; but the judge, Mrs. Fitzgerald, decided
Lucille T emirs was the best. She was awarded a prize of a lillie doll dressed
in pajamas, which had been prettily dreMed by the hostess. Then the guests
weot to the dining room where a delicious supper was laid. The table" as
decorated in the Amapola Club colors and a large A wu in Ihe CE.nter. After
supper the gnls danced and played games lill a late hour \\ hn all ~t'parled for
home. Every one had a mosl enjoyable time and voted the e,"enirg a great
success.
The Y. M. C. A. social was to have been held January eighth. but on
accounl of heavy rain it was thoughl best to postpone it. Laic in the afternoon
of that day as lhere were hopeful sign~ of fine weather. the girls decided 10 give an
impromplu dance in the Asse"Tlbly Hall. Several took turns playing the piano
and gave the dancers very good music.
On January fifteenth the Amapola Club held a "Kid Palty" at the
dining hall. Such a frolicsome crowd of ten year olds was never seen before.
There was no dancing, but such good old time games were played lhat even
the Rrown ups fell like hopping and skipping too. Blind·man·s buff. Ruth and
Jacob. London bridge. Musical chairs.···all the good old favorites were indulged
in and seemed as much fun as they ever did. Then some dear little girls gave
songs and recilalions which were rr.ost suitable to lhe occaJlion. One spirited
piano duet was given with the It'chnique appropriate to youngsteu of lhe play.
er's ages. Then came the refreshments, and weren't they funl Oranges. candy
hearts wilh cunning little motloesl Really. if children oflen have such jolly
parties 85 thai. who would not be a child again!

•

The Dormitory boys gave a dance at the Dormitory on January twenly~
first. This dance is always looked forward to for many wf'eh and a good time
is surt' to be had. This time was certainly no exception. The living room
WitS decorated with pennants. the fire place hidden by palms and the orchestra
SUl'Jounded by palms and gigantic ferns. The decorations were most atlracti,'e.
All arrangements had been very carefully made. The Dormitory boys. under
the genial leadership of Miss Mae MacEivaney. proved themseh·es capital hosts.
o pleasanter party has been give.n during the year.
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The Y. M. C. A. held a party on February filth in the As!cmhly Hall.
The boys had an evening of games and entertainments well planned out and
everything went off with the greatest success. The main feature of the evening
was a track meet 10 which (OUt teams competed. The guests ,"ere divided
into four groups and each group !ent oul cellain of its nun her to ccmpetc in
each event. The relay race was the last and the most exciting of all. Then
refreshments were served consisting 01 coffee and doughnuts. This", as the nrst
party the Y. M. C. A. boys had given this year and everyone hopes anolher
will be given in the ncar future.
The Seniors held their dance at the dining hall on the evening of Feb·
ruary twelfth. The hall was decorated in the dass colors, purple and while.
As the details of atrangement had been well attended to, the dance was in
every way a success,

On the afternoon of March thirteenth, the interscholastic track meet was
held on the Polytechnic field. Aft r this meet. the Senior girls gave the Senior
boys a dinner in the Domestic Science bUilding. There werc t\\enty.six pres
cnt induding Mr. and Mrs. Ryder and Miss Secrcst. The dining room wu
decorated in purple and white, the Senior dasHolors. The dinner \\as carried
out in these colors as nearly as possible. Entire charge of the dinner was taken
by the girls who planned and served the meal without assistance. That the
dinner paued off without a hitch, speaks well for their training and ability.
On April seventeenth the Agricultural Club gave the faculty and stu·
dent body a barbecue. It was held at the head of the school can)'on. Some
good games and races took place early in the afternoon. In one \ery exciting
relay race in which two sprinters from each class and the faculty contested, the
Seniors came out victorious. The Mechanics beat the Agricultural !tudenls in
a tug of war. The girls applauded all and worked up enthusiasm and appetite
alike. After the games, the hoys had a lunch for all and served barbecued
meat, colfee. buns and ice cream. After supper, the president. Mr. Andews,
gave a short talk, followed by very interesting stories told by Mr. Johnston and
Mr. Ryder.

•

May foutteenth. Such a jolly idea it was for the Agricultural Club to
give a dance in the fine b~ loft above the barn! The well laid floor had been
polished by long processions of bales of hay, and when waxed, frovl!d equal
to that of the finest ball room. Bales of hay neatly arrangl!.d along the walls.
furnished comfortable seats and, with their dull greens, proved decidedly decora·
tive. The stair.way was unusual, but decidedly exciting. It was a long slanting
board reaching down to the Roor below and had narrow boards nailed across
to prevent slipping. The loft wu decorated in green and gold. Long sttings
of electric lights were hung up high in the center of the loft. Late in the even·
ing supper was served consisting of ice cream and cake. It was an evening of
merriment long to be remembered by all.
On May twenty.sixth the Amapola Club girls gave a luncheon in the
dining room of the Household Arts building in honor of the departing Senior
girls. It was a very pleasant affair. The girls certainly gave a very delightful
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•
luncheon. The room was decorated in purple and while, the
oior colon.
All the girls and lady members of the faculty were present. After the lunch
eon, toasts were given: Josephine Tomassini, "The Freshmen;" Isla Kohler,

"The Soph.)'nores;·· Hazel True, "The niors," Mildred Hull responded to
this toast. Alice Dodge. "\Valtzes and Two Steps;" Charlotte Perner. "The
Jumors;" Blanche Coleman, "The Bo)'s:' Miss Hartzell was called on to gi,"e
a hlk on Mechanical Drawing. She nid '" know nothing whatever about this
subject."
Each of the facult), members gave a short talk. EJlen Hughes acted
as toast mistress. The luncheon was such a great succeu, that the giving of such
a luncheon 10 the graduating class will probably become a custom of the Amapola

Club.
On June (ourlh lhe Sophomore and Junior classes ga'"e a banquet for
the Semors at the Andrews Hutel. The !paCIOUS dining room was decorated
in a bower of greens with gold Rowers laced Ihru the green. The tables were
also decorated in green and gold. At each place was a little menu card in
these same colors. After the banquet the toastmaster, Mr. Cuy Baldwin, first
called on Mr. Arthur Mathews, Junior c1au president. for a welcome to the
nior class. Miss Secrest. Mr. Rubel and Mr. Keefer gne their experiences
u;Kln immediately leaving college. These proved very interesting. Mr. Marlin
MUlinsen. the Sopho:D;)re class president. read the Seniors prophecy. Mr.
Hearle gave a toast to th~ S::lior class. and Mr. Chas. Monahan respondeJ 10
this. MISS Charlone Perner gave a liule Senior a:lofice to the boys and Mr.
Ryder gave advice to all. The program was followed by a farewell song sung
by the Sophomore chorus.
The Freshmen had the honor of giving the last school event of the se!·
sion. On Monday. June se,·enth. immediately aher school everyone wenl up
the school C3"yon for a b3rbeeue. It was the last time all the c1a!ses would be
togethr-r. The games were entered into with much zeal. Appetites were well
cultivated for the delicious barbecue supper which followed Ihe games. The
pleasant party broke up wilh much regret al an early hour because of those
"exes' the following day.
Mr. and Mrs. Ryder entertained the Seniors at an informal reception in
their apartmenh at Senior Hall on the evening of June eighth. The rooms
were very attractively decorated in Ihe Senior class colors. purple and white.
The evening was filled with games, making the time go all 100 quickly. Ice
cream and cake were served during Ihe evening. Besides the Seniors there
were present Miss Hartzell, Miss Secrest. and Miss Whiting. At a late hour
the guests departed.
The Alumni have decided to have their reunion and entertain the Seniors
at a banquet at the Andrews Hotel. It will be on the evening of June tenth
and a very pleasant time is anticipated.
The Senior class hold their graduation exercises al the Elmo Theatre
on the evening of June eleventh.
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Read .11 ,hi, gaJI
And have yOUT laugh
And be a true blue sport
Give your school
The golden rule
And all of your support.
"Pat"

eril

Asking Question.

"Go get
of water, kid," said Shine with merry wink. for wearied
by the work he di , he longed to have a drink. The IUd, Mid: Cales. he just
had got to do the daily chores; to see that Study hall was hot and head of(
Sophomore bores.

··Oh. shall I get it at the shop," said Midc. "or from the Boys'
Dorm., bring or run for it to Senior hall where cheerful bulUrogs sing) Or
shall I tap the Physics Lab. or seek some household drain, or shall I 10 the
creamery go, the moisture to obtain'? And shall I lake Pink's green skull cap
or Johnny's shaving urn, to bring this jag of Adam's ale. for which you seem
I.) yearn? Oh, hld I betlet la~e the lih, or down the stairway go? Before I
on thi~ journey drift. these things I'd like to know?"
"You take your hat," said Shine, "and kindly fade away; that Freshman
will not come across, who questions asks all day. When you are told to do a
thing, you shouldn't scratch your dome. and asks conundrums, you should spring
to fetch the juices home. The lad who would to honor rise, and travel with the
best, must use his brain and hands and eyes, and give 'his tongue a rest: ..

P.M. ·18
Ben Tag. My landlady has kicked. me out of the house because I
could not pay my board.
Archie Nock.

•

Glad I met you,

50

has mine, let's change quarters.

Lady Mac. Why is A. Malhews like infinity)
Miss Hill. Why? I don't know,
L M. Because he is the absolute limit.
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Indigestion (A Parody)
A Poly Khool not far away
Mid Santa Lucia hills one winter's day
\Vas humming with its wanted noise
Of scores of mingled girls and boys:
Some few upon their task intent
But more upon Fergus's mischief bent
While Mr. Bailey's downward look
Was fastened on a geometry book;
When ,uddenly behind hi, back
Rose sharp and dear a rousing smack.
"What is that!"' Mr. Bailey cried.
"That sir," Fergus replied
"Was Arthur Scarlett, teachers' pet
I saw him kiss his Harriet:'
With frowns to make a statue dumb
Mr. Bailey faltered, "Arthur, come:'
Arthur hung his head in fear and shame
And to the awful presence came.
With smiles suppressed and hand upraised
Mr, Bailey fahered, "I'm amazed
That you a boy of Sophomore brood
Should be guilty of an act so rude.
What evil genius put you 10 il:'
"'Twas she herseU sir," sobbed the lad.
I didn't mean to be so bad,
But when Harriet shook her curls
·And told me that I was afraid of girl,
And daren't kiss a baby doll,
I couldn't stand it, sir, at all,
But up and kissed her on the spot.
I know boo hoo, boo hoo,
Twas something I'd no right to do,
But somehow from her looks, boo hoo,
I kinda thought she wished me to:'

Nothing To It
Mary V. (Combing her hair) What's the mailer wilh this mirror} I
can't see anything.
a wonder, look what's looking into it.
Ellen H.

Careless of Her
Lawrence Pemer. Oh say, Sis, who was here to see you last night)
Charlolle. Only jeny. Why?
Lawrence. Well tell Jerry she left her pipe on the piano.
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Sunday Etiquette if Some of the Slang Promoters Joined the church
Paslor(chnslenmg infant) \Vhal do )"OU want to call this hunk of uc~ss
baggage 80)
Presiding Parson. \Vhal miserable mut giveth this skirt to be Iralll d
to this gink!
Bride's Father. I'm the guy.
Industrious Usher. Slide, you ice carb, slide.
Passing the Plate. Come acron with the iron men. you low lived.
lightwads.
Sunday School Superintendent: Hey. all of you lillIe Ri""ers thai want
a swat at 5:11an, stand on your pins.•--Literary Digest.

If Hernng loves Scarlelt can David Tell if Hazers True?

Farmer
Scarlett. \Vhat is a groom?
Clever Matthews. A chamber maid in a li"ery stable.

Perry Martinsen. Can I ~ you home?
Dorothy. Yes.. if you stand on the railrood track as I go in.

•

Mr. P1asket. What have you got the cow in the pen for?
Me Rubel. Why to keep him from getting out, Plasket.
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Imagine
Me Ryder driving a Ford.
Tommy running a relay.
Hazel dancing with Carey.
Ellen H. taking Mechanical Drawing.
Marvin Andrews not ocupying a front seat in English.
\Villie Green without his green sweater.
Mane V. not talking to the boys.
Mildred H. not trying to boss.
Pro£. ichols scolding the girls.
Alta ditching Boots. after school.
Paul Baile)' talking fast.
T uffy gro~ ing short.
Slim Rocker growing tall.
Pinky Monahan with black hair.

•

Wanted to Know
\Vho put the dust in sawdust.
\Vhy women need many more clothes than men. w-hen they wear so
much less.
\Vhy Buell is always chewing gum.
\Vhy Ada does not like to be teased about Wilkins.
Why Blanche is always looking for a "Man."
How Mr. Carus will exist without his 8: I 5 History class next year.
By Soph Ags: How is it that the Senior girls get such high marks in
Botany.
What brand of linen Paul Bailey is advertising these days.
\
\Vhat was the reason that Mack Eubanks got the wrong kind of floor
wax on the night of the Senior dance.

•

Taylor. (DiscuslIing Farmers' Picnic) What is a barbecue)
Perry M. A barbecue, my boy, is an affair where you smack your
chops over grub that you would turn your nose up at at home.
Taylor. Must be like the grub that we had before the cook was fired.

Heard in History.
Mr. Caruso \Vhat did Lincoln say in his Inaugural address.
Pinky Jones. Ladies and gentlemen.

Witty Freshman
Mark Jones. \Vhat do you use that dirty grease for, Kewpie.
Kewpie. Why, to put it on, "Scabs," like you.

•

•
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INCIDENTALS

,
•

WIll'U llh,th

I ...n

..,

1I".lrl~
~

~hool

rOi,lS ror l'oh-.

.\ IlUh.. f"rmin... in ...-a"4:"

I)l'"n.:,

Trullc h,r in a ronttnl~1 n1000I.
IWh~ ~h ..ul.ln·t ht' hel

Noted Books Written by Poly Studenb.
How to Playa Uke. by "Zeeke" Bec.krr.
Piano Lenon!. by "Dutch" Carey.
The Cale of Scarlet Fevel. by H, Herring.
Foul Chapters In Hypnotism. by M. Martinsen.

The Path 01 A Good Boy. by Hcb.
How to Run a Motorcycle. by Marlon.
People I Have Known, by Hearle.
Three Book. on Detective Work. by Creen.
How to Run a Ford, by Erickson.
How to Make Spark, by Sparks,
A Book of Moonshine, by Jerry Fill.,
When dreams Came True, by H. True.
Faint Heart Never \Von Fair Lady. by Fiscalini.
How to Dance. by A. Rhyne.
My Young Days as an Invalid. by Mick,
A Chapter on Noon Palties. by Blanche C.
Things I Have Eaten, by Beard.

Cooking Again.
(Sarah brushing milk over lOme cookies.)
Why. Sar~h are you buttering them?
Sarah.
o I'm milking them.

Ada.

Blanche. Mr. YOlk. Charlotte isn't here today,
Mr. York. That's too bad, il seems as if haU the class is gone,
From the Plalms of Life,
The saddesl haUl or everyone's life.
When .. II is done and said.
Is Ihat sad hour you realize,
You musl gel out of bed,

In Cooking.
Harriet. Miss Secrest, this water will not boil,
Miss Secrest. Oh Halriet. don'l look at it and it will boil.

Experience
Charlotte. The "FOld," is the beSI car bee:acse it is a left hand drive
and a right hand squeeze.
Blanche. So is Ihe "Buick,"
Charlotte. No, it isn't.
Blanche. Well I guess it is. Gee! I oughl 10 know,
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Power Houae
Jackson. In class. What would you do

'T uffy. Put it back on.
Class,

if the belt to the exciter came off?

.

We had too much English to study today.

Mr. Carus. You folks don't look over-worked any, Mr. Hick's (ace
here is a! red and healthy as ever.

A Red One
Marvin A. (In the Gararge) Shall I gel a red or gray inner tu~ for
my molo,?
Garage Man. (Thinking deeply.)A red one would be more appropriate
for you if you travel in Wanda Kamm's machine tonight.
Min Hartzell.

Sarah.

\Vbat kind of carbohydrates are in our body?

Guncollon.

Mrs. Rxder. Bob. slop your snoring.
PH.

(Sleepily.)

A Buick valve in head motor (or smooth running.

Mrs. Loomis. To learn these noles all you have 10 do is to U5e your brain.
Mr. Pehrson. What if you haven't any brain.
Mrs. Loomis. Cultivate it 1'lnd get same.
Mr. P. Why not plow it first.

A Schoolboy's View
I hear them all talk of the war
And of "humanity,"
BUI no one thinks-is why I'm sore
Of the trouble it's causing me.
Here I've been spending hours and hours
A digging at the maps,
To learn what's owned by all the powers
From Germans down to Japs.
And now plague take the luck! I say,
I've got to work and sweat
To learn them all another way,
And the others I must forget.
I don't mind learning history,
And grammar's not so bad,

Bul !hi, he,. NEW geography.
Why, that's what makes me mad.
Ivan R. Messenger.
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In Boys' Glee Club
Tell. The words in this song lack unit),.
\Vebb. The guy that wrote it didn't lake Eng. II.
Tell. I guess he ne,-cr mel Miss Chase.
Pat and jeffy usually walk,
Unless papa's Ford decided not to balk.
Hearle and Tommy alwa)'$ go slow,
Barely In lime for the last show.
Marvin and Blanche always ride,

Always both on the left hand side.
Perry and Dorothy always stroll,
Their arrival marvelling e\ ery tou!.
ScoUy and Hallie we don't orten see,
Unless by mischance under a lIee.
Alta and Trussler in "Domestic Strife"
",
Are too busily engaged to join In our hre.
Alice and Bailey weTe always ''''GOing.
BUI papa ordered "nothing doing:'
The rest of us arc the angels of heaven.
Lessons studied and in bed by seven,
We never into the habits fall.
or these foolish couples on the way 10 Ihe ball.

To a Freshman
My friend, rrom a grave, staid S(nior
This kindly counsel take:
Be quiet in your demeanor
For your own and your class mates' sake.
For by your words and aclions
If you're careless, 'twill be seen
That though you may think yourseU so wise
You are really verr green.

•

Mechanics Again
Parsons (going down street.) Sa)' Monahan ..... hal kind or a tree
thai with the rosebuds growing on it?

IS

Affectionate Blanche
Mr. ichols. Miss Coleman, how are sugar ht-ets lested?
Blanche. Oh dear! I don't know

(And how he blu,hed!)
J( Jerry is dull would \Vhaley Shine?

II Bob rell would Dutch Carey her.
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In English II
Miss Chase.

•

Frank O.

George Eliot could see good

Could she see good

al

In

all things.

nighO

G. Brown. I spent 5 hours over my math last night.
Mr. King. Did you?
G. B. Ye5 it was under my bed.

Miu Secrest.
Barbara.
polsonlOg.

\Vhat is a "Revenue Officer?"
Oh that's something you lake to counteract the bad effects of
Fancy Dancers

\Valtz.

Shine \V. Some way or other I don't !eem to get the step in this Rye
I always land on the wrong foot.
Jerry. Yes, Shine. on mine.

Two's a Couple, Three's a Crowd
There was a crowd,
There were three.

The girl, the parlor lamp. and he.
Two is company so no doubt
Thai is why the lamp went out.
CopicJ
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Geometry Wit
Bailey-McMillan, you will have to put some time on your geometry hereaher.
McMillan-Ali tight, sir. I

will set my alalm clock on it tonif:hl.
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Senior Cirl-"There is some one at the door."
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Sat~foction Guaranteed
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Mr. \Veslover in dairy making a drawing of a floal in cream separator.

Baldy-That is not a very good drawing, let me show you how.
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A POSSIBLE EXPLOIT
(York. to physics das~.) " ow if anything should go wrong
with this experiment we will be blown (hrou~h the ceiling. Come
nearer fellows. that you will be the more able to follow me:'
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SAN LUIS GARAGE
r-----c. H. KAMM
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a freshman.

Perry explaining: "There is Nichols and his wife."
Bou. interrupting: "Oh. is he maniedr'
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Wanted to know why lhe windows were curtained in the sewing room?
Moses.
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Question in Physical Geography
"\Vhat are the two movements of the earth?"
Ans. "From East to \Vest:'
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York-Complaining about Hies lighting on his head.
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Sperry's Drifted Snow
Flour

Jones-Scarlet has a fine position these days playing nurse man.
Matthews-What does he do?
Jones-Tucks the chickens in bed at night; fe(ds tht'm head and
milks them at noon.
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PHONE 35.

886 MONTEREY ST.
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"our first (.'()Il;;i~lerntiOl\ shoul<l he .~
his qUlllificatioll~. The
of ~Io"se~
1I,Ii~lil1clllrof6"ion. re'luirillR !>pedallmiuil1J.:
111,,1 careful thoul{ht.
~
:t
Be slIre of ~-our ,election of Ihe rij{ht "'lIll :t
t .. llo ~onr work, lIud have it done.
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+Sandercock Transfer Co • :t.;.
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H. A. (lOWMAN, OPT. 'D
OPTOMETRIST

850 Higuera Street

Enough said
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Phone 195
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856 Higuera Street .:.
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GEO. KLUVER & SON
Pioneer Cigar Factory and Wholesale Tobacco House

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CAL

MANUFACTURER OF FINE CIGARS.
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Stag Billiard Parlors

::

J. J. ANDRE, Proprietor

:

:

GROCERIES

:

::

Butter and Eggs, Dried Fruit, Teas and Coffees, Tobaccos and Cigars

t+
Your" for 'Pleasures
:t
•
413 J
Corner Monterey and Morro St.. ~
+
•
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San Luis Grocery Store
:
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714 HIGUERA STREET !

PHONE 17

•
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Good News
Sophomore girls to Geraldine:-"Whal did you cook today'"
Gerry:-"Oh! I made some "patties:"
++++~~~+~~~~?*~?~*~.~~?~?~?+~?~~?+?+++++~+~+*+++++++++~+++~+~++?+++
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True's Cleaning Works
889 MONTEREY ST.

Next 10 St. James.

PHONE 413·W
+

•••
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WE CLEAN ABSOLUTELY:
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Our rolltribution to )'our enjopnenL consists 111 our abiJit), La Rtld to Jour l>erSOIlRI
appearance h,. ~nomiCttllJ K",ping: the- clothes Jou \\rllr looking lie...."

Call for and 'Delio.,.

SUITS PRESSED WHILE YOU WAIT.

Prompt S.roice.
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SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS
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:+ Stratford Clothes
•+
+
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College Clothes :•

+
+
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W. H. SCHULZE

!

:+

The Clothier
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: Fownes Gloves

•

+
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Stetson Hats

•

College Pennants :

••
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782 Higuera Street

•

CALIFORNIA t

SAN LUIS OBISPO

•
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Mr. Carus in Eng. I. asks-How maya fellow get to \Vest PainO
Bright Mr.

ewman answers-Up the Hudson.
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iMISS ELSIE POLlNi
tar yc ery f:
lJl!l1tu~rapl!rr
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CHILDERS It HAMPTON
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app..ilc MelloM"t (h"do •
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For Bargain3 ;n NertJ and

All Kinds Motorcycles
and Bicycles Supplies

:+

i 1044 MONTEREY

San Luis Obispo, California

""
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•
669 Hi..,,.,,,. Stred +
•
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:• P. A. H. ARATA t•

STREET +.+

+

i

Second Hond FumUure

+ Phone 519 W
+

:
:

+

c.... Mwn ... Pacific 51..
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C E LSI 0 R: Howell's Furniture Store
SOLE ACENTS FOR

:E x
:
:
:• MOTORCYCLES:•

:
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REAL ESTATEond
INSURANCE
1028 CHORRO ST

SAN LUIS OBISPO
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Pinker Monahan said that he had been wailing (or 8 years 10 feel
his heart burn but has not had the pleasant experience as yet.
"Only when Blossom is around."
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++'
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!• ELMO THEATRE
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DAN WOLF, Manager

San Luis Obispo, California
MORRO AND MARSH

PHONE 606-J
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